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ABSTRACT
A Study of Leadership Emergence

Robert W.

Scull,

in Task Groups

A.B., Bowdoin College
M.B.A., University of Pennsylvania
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by:
Dr. Frederic E. Finch

Prior research

into the

relationship between person¬

ality and leadership has been primarily devoted to

(1)

the study of personality characteristics of individuals
who

already had achieved leadership designation and

the

relationship between personality characteristics

designated leaders
parameters.

and a variety of situational

The purpose of this

study was

(2)
of

and task

to expand

knowledge of personality characteristics which logically
should relate to leadership emergence.
tion of this

research

tial achievement of

that a primary

formal

It is

the

factor in the

leadership status

is

strated ability to take over and mobilize the

conten¬
ini¬

a demon¬

resources

of previously unstructured task groups.
An important aspect of an
ership is
goal

claim to

therefore,

toward mobilizing group

in order to achieve established objectives.

basic aspect of such a personality characteristic,
be

argued,

lead¬

the degree to which he is motivated toward group

achievement and,

resources

individual's

is

a predisposition to use others

mental manner to accomplish one's objectives.

One

it can

in an instru¬
Another is

the predisposition to view others
ity to perform tasks,
native,

in terms

in terms of their abil¬

a task orientation,

of their

or in the alter¬

intrinsic worth as persons,

a

socio-emotional orientation.
For the purposes

of this

research the degree of

ment with Machiavellian precepts
Mach V scale,

was

use others

an

in

taken

an index of the propensity

the

developed by Fiedler and his

logical

(dominance)

Inventory was

ity that dominance,
iable

coworkers

interpersonal

the hypothesized emergent group leaders.
Do

scale

from the

than Machiavellianism might

Final¬

California Psycho¬

applied to control

a potentially

to

The Leadership

used to ascertain the parameters of

style of
ly,

inventoried on the

instrumental manner.

Effectiveness Model
was

as

as

agree

for the possibil¬

conceptually simpler var
satisfactorily account

for leadership emergence.
Hypotheses were
(1)

the likelihood of

ship role
the

set

up to test

in the

the high Mach assuming

under conditions where the

leadership role

or a differential

could anticipate

reward as

emergence;
leader;

and

(3)
(4)

the possibility

leader¬
assuming

receiving an equal
(2)

whether us¬

and Fiedler's model

improved predictability of
group effectiveness

the

individual

group leader;

ing both the Machiavellian dimension
would result in

laboratory:

leadership

after selection ot

that

dominance might

the
ado-

quately account for leadership emergence.
three man groups
the Mach

Thirty-six

stratified in accordance with

and LPC scales were

In the study,

used in the

research.

two problem areas prevented an ade¬

quate test of the major hypotheses
Group Atmosphere

scores on

scale which,

of the

study.

The

in Fiedler's model,

is

used

to index group climate did not distinguish differences
working relationships

between the two reward conditions.

The second problem area was
reward conditions
motivate

sions,

the apparent

provided for in the

inability of the

research design to

the expected number of high Machs

leadership.

to

assume group

Based on observation of the experimental ses¬

high Machs played a key role

in their groups

number of instances without availing themselves
opportunities

to assume the

There were three
First,
tive

equal

formal

findings

reward condition groups

results

(p=.01)

oriented high

ership styles.
correlation

clear

produced more effec¬

than did differential reward groups.
interest was

in their groups

and groups

that task
(p=.01)
in which

they played the key role produced more effective
did groups

a

interest.

and middle Machs most frequently

played the key role

of

in

leadership designation.

of particular

The second finding of particular

than

in

results

spearheaded by other combinations of
The third finding of interest was

lead¬

that a

existed between Machiavellianism and dominance

(rho=.68,
sition.
these

p=.01)

among those

assuming the

leadership po¬

Further analysis of

this outcome

indicated that

two personality characteristics probably played

complimentary roles

in leadership emergence.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The
lows

is

area of

research interest in the

in leadership emergence

task groups,

such as

those

for a single purpose.

for example,
new plants,
projects

the
or

in initially unstructured

formed in many organizations

These

ization peers appointed to

study that fol¬

are often composed of organ¬

solve

specific problems,

introduction of new products,

as,

opening of

the development of new policies.

For

some

competing groups may work on different potential

solutions

to

the

same problem.

The purpose of
knowledge

the present research is

to expand

of personality characteristics which logically

should relate

to

leadership

emergence

and effectiveness.

Much prior research has been directed to
between personality and

leadership.

has been devoted primarily to
ty characteristics of

(1)

the

the

relationship

This prior

research

study of personali¬

individuals who already had achieved

leadership designation and

(2)

the relationship between

personality characteristics of designated

leaders

and a

(SccJ//)

variety of
p.

273)

cluded
is

situational

and task parameters.

in nis review of
that:

the

"In general,

leadership

it may be

these

two

in interaction."

(1968,

literature,

con¬

said that leadership

a function of personality and of the

and of

Gibb

social

situation

2

Some

individuals,

ship designation.
study—that
of

formal

{$

it—is the

status

take over and mobilize

ment of

the

task groups.

the

is

for

the

the present study.

These

initial

chapter,

leadership
will be

history of

study of

this research
achievement

a demonstrated ability to

In this

petitive-cooperative groups,

tential

leader¬

resources of previously un¬

study based on

be followed by a brief

achieve

contention of

primary factor in the

leadership

structured

but not others,

the basic argu¬

emergence
stated.

in com¬

This will

two models whose po¬

leadership

emergence prompted

are Fiedler's model of

leader¬

ship effectiveness

and the model of Christie

Machiavellianism.

The validity and reliability of these

models
X),

has been discussed by Fiedler

and Christie

objective

in this

extending

the

and Geis

(1970)

(1967)

and Geis on

(see Appendix

(see Appendix XI).

The

chapter is

to explore

the potential of

application of

the models

to the

study of

leadership emergence in competitive-cooperative work
group

situations.

In the remainder of

attempt will be made
two models of
developing

ship emergence
(2)

the

mobilize group

an

style with the objective

hypotheses

concerning:

in initially unstructured

ability of

chapter

to find common ground between these

interpersonal

testable

the

the emergent

resources.

leaders

(1)

of

leader¬

task groups and
to effectively

The chapters which follow will

3

describe the research and the results and implications
of the research findings.

Argument of the Study

It is an accepted value in our culture that those
who undertake leadership roles may properly expect to re¬
ceive greater rewards than those who remain at lower or¬
ganization levels.

It is to be expected,

therefore,

that

organization members who are selected in part on their
anticipated leadership potential and to whom differential
rewards are given for leadership attainment will be moti¬
vated to interact on a basis conducive to attaining such

)

differential rewards.

An important aspect of an individual's claim to
leadership is the degree to which he is motivated toward
group goal achievement and,

therefore,

toward mobilizing

group resources in order to achieve established objec¬
tives.

This^-itr"irs'argue^i>

describes a basic personality

characteristic and not an immediate response to the stim-

)

facV/; 3

ulus of a perceived differential reward.

One basic as¬

pect of this personality characteristic is a predisposi¬
tion to use others in an instrumental manner to accom¬
plish one's objectives.

Another is the predisposition to

view others in terms of their ability to perform tasks,
task orientation,

or in the alternative,

a

in terms of their

4

intrinsic

worth

as persons,

a

socio-emotional

orienta¬

tion.
The
vidual

basic

who

has

terpersonal
in

such

argument of
the

appropriate

characteristics

a manner

as

viously

unstructured

a group

leader

group

this

in

to

is

that

the

combination of

will

emerge

task

study

(1)

as

groups

be

able

these

in¬

to operate

a group

leader

and

will

(2)

indi¬

in pre¬

operate

as

a manner which effectively mobilizes

resources.

Oof
For
as

the

the

purpose

ability

achieve

fort of

is

peer

this

to mobilize

established

resources

of

group

defined

study

group

leadership

resources

objectives.

to mean

group members

gaining

in order

is

defined

in order

Mobilizing
the

to

to

group

cooperative

focus

their

ef-

abil-

■

ities

on

the

leadership

task

is

at hand.

the

assumption

istic which managers
is

individual

previously
This
of
way

study will

Goffman

the

himself

the

as

p.

use

as

Goffman

a

an

basis

this

concept of

important
of

leader

group

its

starting point,

(1959,

p.

xi)

the

242).

way

form of

"when

in

an

he

guides

him..."

individual

the

work

"considers

to

they

selection

situations.

in ordinary work

others,

character¬

resources

individual

impression

(1959 ,

that

in mobilizing

unstructured work

in which

trols

use

success

Irving Goffman.

presents

Underlying

the

situations
and

con¬

According
appears

to

before

5

others,

he

tion of

the

is

an

and unwittingly projects

situation,

of

important part."

dency on

the

tain face
into

knowingly

the

part of

for

all

There

group

Based

fall

concerned

on Goffman's
it would

disposed would
leadership
ject

of

into

team member

members,

a

to

emerge

be

of

involved

in

to

expected
or

at

a

ten¬

to main¬

themselves

ally oriented

in

viewed

encounter

as

in an

this

goalin

for

group.

in

group
not

so

this

attempt

to

leadership

affect with

personal

gain or
the

prone,

re¬

and

(2)
to

encounter

to mitigate

task

the

groups

against

the

that

is
ir¬

team objectives.

in permitting
assume

assump

team members

instrumental manner

team member

seem

than

acquiesce

competitive-cooperative

ness would

the

acquiesce

rather

be

team objectives,

basis

interaction of

least

vidual

used

the

that team members

proneness may permit

to

rational,

performance.

interpersonal

immediate

the

leader of

the

assumption process

who

^t is

as

Encounter

In

cooperate,

that provides

thesis

tion process might be

ing

himself

argues,

they project

study,

line

that team member's

relevant

as

to

of

team member with which others

support

Team members

as

Goffman

defini¬

group.

oriented behavior

such a

is,

conception

team members

Ir- the view of- this

the

which a

a

prone
(1)

in

a more

leadership

indi¬
achiev
ration¬
role.

encounter prone¬
selection of

the

6

encounter prone

individual

as

team leader.

As has been pointed out by Homans
individuals who

conform closely to

tend to perform leadership
However,
this

should not be

specific

task in mind.

cooperative

in nature

is

the

assigned

in informal groups.
interest in

informal in nature.

formally structured with a

and the group

task.

is

left to resolve

their own efforts

For

toward

vant impressions on his peers.
to permit him to mobilize
assigned

ity i1^^s~^arg^ed^
the
ence

task.

their best efforts
For

this

an individual

towards re¬

type of group
skilled

his peers in a variety of ongoing

This

approach does

portunity to
gage

index

not provide

able

to

influ¬

task group

situa-

others.

case

the

researcher with an op¬

the propensities of individuals

E.

E.

study

impression management.

in impression management in order

behavior of

activ¬

in managing

Goffman has used what is essentially the
support his view of

task rele¬

He must win their assent

impression he makes on others will be

method to

solv¬

these groups ,_rt'^3'‘contended,

a member with leadership aspirations must make

solving the

141),

The environment is competitive-

the problem of organizing
ing

functions

considered as

group membership

p.

informal group norms

the kinds of groups which are of

study

Rather,

(1954,

Jones,

to influence

to en¬
the

in his book Ingratiation,

7

has attempted to operationalize Goffman's work in a
ies of

research studies

ingratiation as

our

While

(Jones')

1964).

the

increased attraction from a particular

some

specific benefit may be

definition,

through the mediation of

it is

sought by

sought,

although perhaps

situations,

seems obviously to be

by

the ingratiator

increased attraction".

definition,

task

Jones defines

"motivated behavior directed toward

goal of eliciting
person.

(Jones,

ser¬

appropriate

This

to other

social

too narrow for the

situations*posited by the present research.
It does,

tivational

however,

approach to

seem appropriate

the Machiavellian construct to

explain leadership

emergence

titive-cooperative

task groups

gree of

study.

and effectiveness
influenced

It will be

argued

that ~j£he de¬

the Mach scale developed by Christie

represents an effective

purpose of

studying

leadership

ness in competitive-cooperative

research tool
emergence

in compe¬

the decision

agreement with Machiavellian precepts,

toried on
(1970),

this

a mo¬

impression management,, irr this

The potential of

to undertake

to utilize

as

inven¬

and Geis
for

the

and effective¬

task groups.

Machiavellian Dimension

For

the purpose of

this research,

agreement with Machiavellian precepts,
the Mach V
(1968,

p.

as

sity to use

will be

others

taken as

an

index of

Background of

cold-blooded practice of

the Construct
has become

synonymous with the

statecraft and more generally

with amorality in interpersonal relations.
sense measures
to

the man as an individual.

contemporary accounts,

honest officeholder in an age when
The
of

a detached,

dispassionate,

time

(Mattingly,

Machiavelli,

He undertook

in no

Machiavelli,

was personally an
such a virtue was rare

political

is that

scientist who

it actually existed in

1961).

in his position as minister of

in Renaissance Florence,

was

advisor

state

to dukes and princes

to present for posterity the essence of

advice he gave

them in

two books entitled The

and The Prince.

In order

struct,

took

Christie

to develop

the

Discourses

a measurable

con¬

the view that the writings of

Niccolo Machiavelli represented a classic
the

This

current view historians hold of Machiavelli

described political behavior as
his

the propen¬

in an instrumental manner.

The name Machiavelli

according

inventoried on

scale originally developed by Richard Christie
960),

Historical

the degree of

statement of

act of manipulative behavior in interpersonal

rela-
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tionships.

What gave Machiavelli's name to an age was

the accuracy and style of his expression, particularly
in The Prince.
essays,
says,

Advice was given in a short series of

each oriented around a single point.

shorn of all metaphysics,

theology,

These es¬

and idealism

represented a revolution in political thinking.

It was

this combination of literary style and realism that facilitated the conversion of Machiavelli1s precepts into
statements that would fit an opinion inventory which
sought to discriminate between those oriented toward and
away from the practical assessment and exploitation of
interpersonal relationships

(Christie,

1969, p.

962).

A series of such statements were evaluated by a
group of behavioral scientists and tested on groups of
subjects.

Based on the ability of scores to predict be¬

havior in experimental studies,
veloped.

a 20 item scale was de¬

The most recent version of this 20 item scale

will be used in this research.

This version is called

the Mach V and is in a forced choice format.

A copy of

the Mach V inventory is reproduced in Appendix I.

Earli¬

er versions of the scale proved to have a degree of trans¬
parency, permitting subjects to mark items in the direc¬
tion they thought most socially acceptable.

This neces¬

sitated the forced choice version.
A series of studies aimed at developing the corre-
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lates of the scale have been collected in the book
Studies in Machiavellianism by Christie and Geis.

Evi¬

dence from these studies, which suggests the possibility
of extending the application of the construct to the pre¬
diction of leadership emergence in competitive-coopera¬
tive task groups, will be presented in the next section.
No attempt will be made to reproduce details from the
Christie and Geis book on the development of the scale.
The present research does not represent an attempt to
develop additional correlates for the Mach construct.
Rather,

one of the purposes of the present study is to

extend its application to competitive-cooperative task
groups.
Application of the Machiavellian Construct to Competi¬
tive-Cooperative Task Groups
In this section the objective will be to summarize:
(1)

the only previous research effort known to the writer

in which an effort was made to apply the Machiavellian
construct to cooperative task groups;

and

(2)

interpre¬

tations derived from studies reported in Studies in
Machiavellianism, which lend support for applying the
Machiavellian construct to the prediction of leadership
emergence ^nd effectiveness in competitive-cooperative
task groups.
The Geis Study
A popular interpretation is to view the Machiavellian
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purely in manipulative terms,

a person who manipulates

others for the intrinsic enjoyment of so doing.

An un¬

derlying view in this study is that the construct is
broader in nature, describing a predisposition towards
organizing and utilizing others on a rational basis.
"Machiavellianism is associated with emotional detachment
in interpersonal relations,

a tendency to exploit situa¬

tions and others for self-gain,
over in small groups,"

(Geis,

and a tendency to take

1968)

p.

407).

The Geis study tested two predictions:

(1)

the pre¬

dispositions of Machiavellians to assume the leadership
role in groups composed of women and men and which remain
intact over a period of time;

and

(2)

that groups over

which the high Mach assumes leadership will perform more
effectively than those led by other than the high Mach of
the group.
The study tested the ability of the high Mach to
assume leadership in his group and his effectiveness in
mobilizing and directing his group's resources in compe¬
tition with other groups.

Groups were composed of psy¬

chology students who were brought together to participate
in a term project.

After a 20 minute discussion period

to get acquainted and begin thinking of a topic,

the mem¬

bers of each group were instructed to choose a leader.
Each group was aware that they would work together for the
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entire

semester and that the project could count for as

much as

25%

The

of the

276

course grade.

students who participated in the

given the Mach inventory
for

the entire

divided into

and a mean

subject population.

69

follows:

(1)

scoring above
tirely of
maining

20

this mean;

those

29

groups were

each quartile of

the

of Machiavellians
stricted to the
above

the

according
anced as

groups

to member's

role:

Tests of
the

of

scoring

and

(3)

(the

to

By quartiles,

the re¬

subject taken from
the predisposition

29 groups

re¬

scoring
stratified

other five were unbal¬

and Mach scores).

added

subjects

leadership role was

the

above

as

composed en¬

composed of members

scores
sex

fied by quartiles and

sition in

composed of one

assume

to quartile

showed the

20 groups were

scores.

to

20

composed of Machs

basis

the population mean,
composed entirely of

(2)

class mean and 24

on that basis.

Membership was

scoring below this mean;

groups were

calculated

This population was

four-person groups.

stratified in accordance with

score was

study were

The

20 groups

the mean were reclassi¬
the

24

results

already stratified
on

this

combined

following relationship between Mach po¬

the group

and achievement of the

leadership

13

Mach

Number of

Highest Quartile

19

Second Quartile

8

Third Quartile

7

10

Lowest Quartile

P(X=8.18)

Interestingly,
one

On

for

=

.05

this distribution,

less high Mach leader would have

square value

to

6.36

the other hand,

and

mine

19

that

the probability of
assuming

the
the

the

chi-

to

.10.

test,

which

may be used to deter¬

highest Mach among

leadership

role in

four

the

44

against a null hypothesis of equal probability

11 high Mach leaders

role.

reduced

the more powerful binomial
study,

groups

obtaining just

the probability value

was not applied by the Geis

group members

leaders

Applying

the binomial

probability that
this role

(1/4 of

19

or more

through chance

44)

test,

would assume

there

is only a

leaders would have

this
.01

assumed

selection.

Group effectiveness was established by comparing
group grade on a term project to
grades of
group.

the

The

each group,

the

exam

individual members of each four-person

term project consisted of
of

a basis

struct selected
of

the mean course

the

analysis,

for
the

the development,

for measuring a personality con¬

study by the group.

For

this phase

study assumed that the groups com-

by

14

posed entirely of Machs

scoring

ally had a high Mach leader.

above

Data generated by groups

from the other

two

added.

led by high Machs

Groups

higher on

ber scored
members.
This

fy

the

the

the groups not

6.47 points
(t=.214,

points.

categories described above was

the project than

members while

study

scored

than the

seems open
the

failure

including

(1)

relied upon
tive

the Machiavellian dimen¬

this extended

to predict
and

Mach is more effective
resources
The
of

scale

the

the effec¬

However,

the

following two

apparently can be

leadership emergence
there

facto

summary was to de¬

support for

(2)

ipso

testing

to question.

the Machiavellian

task groups;

their

to uniformly strati¬

assumption that 20 of the groups

the best available

points:

average of

to criticism on a number of

tiveness prediction seem open

velop

their four

p<.025)

had high Mach leaders for purposes of

of

4.50 points

averages of

sample population along

purpose

then

led by the highest Mach mem¬

lower

In particular,

sion and the

the mean automatic¬

is evidence

than his peers

in coopera¬
that the high

in mobilizing group

to produce effective group results.
first of Geis's

findings

the present study to the

highest Mach member of
group would be

the most

influenced

the design

extent of predicting

a competitive-cooperative
likely group member

to

that the
task

assume

the

I
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leadership role.

The second provided theoretical sup¬

port for utilizing the effectiveness model developed by
Fiedler

together with the Machiavellian construct,

in an

attempt to improve predictability of leadership effec¬
tiveness.
Interpretation of the Machiavellian Construct
Based on the findings of a number of studies utiliz¬
ing the Machiavellian construct,

Christie and Geis have

found that three situational parameters seem relevant to
outcomes in which high Machs behave differently than low
Machs.
action,

These are
(2)

maneuver),

(1)

opportunity for face-to-face inter¬

latitude for improvisation
and

(3)

(area in which to

involvement by the low Mach in inter¬

personal considerations irrelevant to the situation
p.

285).

(1970,

A test of the relationship between the situa¬

tional parameters just stated and the outcomes of studies
in which high Machs were involved in win-lose competitions
with low Machs is depicted on the following page.

These

results clearly show the importance to the high Mach of
having as many of the above described situational param¬
eters present as possible in order to win in situations
involving interpersonal competition.
An attempt will be made to portray the essential dif¬
ferences in interpersonal style between high Machs and
low Machs.

The quotations immediately following are taken
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Number of Situational Parameters
which were present in the research studies.

Studies in which
High Machs Won

0

5

7

13

Studies in which
High Machs did
not Win

11

8

5

1

Total

11

13

12

14

P(X2=22.28)

=

.0001

Studies in which high Machs did or did not Win
in Relation to the Number of Situational Param¬
eters Present

Table 1-1
(Taken from Christie and Geis,

1970, p

294)
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from an overview of the experimental research in which
the developers of the Mach scale reported their observa¬
tions and findings.

These are based on the results of

50 research studies in which the Machiavellian construct
was used to determine interpersonal attributes of high
and low Machs

(Christie and Geis,

Christie and Geis state,
research:

"We have

...

1970,

Chapter XV).

in their overview of the

used the behavior of high- and

low Mach experimental subjects to delineate more clearly
their characteristics as persons

...

In situations meet¬

ing the three criteria described above

(the situational

parameters summarized in Table 1-1)

high Machs do manipu¬

late more,

Christie goes on to

and more successfully."

differentiate the characteristics of interpersonal style
of high and low Machs,

as follows:

(1970,

pp.

294-304)

In laboratory studies the hallmark of the high
Mach has become what we term the cool syndrome....
Not only do high Machs remain relatively unmoved
by emotional involvement with others; they also
appear equally unaffected by their own beliefs
and even their own behavior.... These impressions
suggest that one reason for lows losing to highs
was that the lows were distracted from effective
bargaining by emotional involvements irrelevant
to winning.
High Machs do appear cool....in the face of social
influence.
They will change their opinions or
comply with requests if given sufficient social justi¬
fication; otherwise remain unmoved.
Low Machs are
soft touches.
They are more likely to do or accept
what another wants simply because he wants it....
(High Machs) remain uninfluenced by the par¬
ticular other person who was serving as their
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partner... low Machs become engrossed in the in¬
teraction process and follow in whatever direc¬
tion the other is going.... They (the high Machs)
may be more successful manipulators in mixedMach groups because their detachment enables
them to resist both explicit and implicit social
demands and simply wait until the lows fall in
with their suggestions.
One consequence of the high Machs' cool, cogni¬
tive, situation-specific strategy is that they
never appear to be "obviously manipulating" when being obvious would be a disadvantage.
(In
fact lows are more apt to appear unreasonable.)
A second consequence is that the highs generally
end up with more of what everyone was vying for.
The high Mach is the one who gets others to help
him win in such a way that, in the process, they
thank him for the opportunity.... Low Machs lose
by opening themselves emotionally to others, by
taking others' needs and concerns as their own.
Highs win by being politic.
Although they are
aware of what the other wants, they do not take
his needs personally, but rather use them imper¬
sonally, for example, to strike a bargain to
their own advantage.
With respect to outcomes of research on the Mach
construct the reader should keep in mind that the dif¬
ferences in interpersonal attributes described are rela¬
tive rather than absolute.

Typically,

research using

the Mach scale has designated the high Mach as the indi¬
vidual scoring in the top half or top quartile of par¬
ticipants in a particular research project and the low
Mach as the individual scoring in the bottom half or
bottom quartile.
The objective of including this material is to pro¬
vide theoretical support for the view,

stated earlier,

that this study takes with respect to the high Mach.
That is,

the attribute measured by the Mach scale v/hich
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is most relevant to leadership emergence in competitivecooperative task groups is the relatively greater abili¬
ty of the high Mach to use others in an instrumental
manner.

This,

in turn,

basis for "taking over"

it is believed,

serves as the

in small groups and in mobilizing

task group resources.
The Geis study,

discussed above,

represents a point

of departure from prior research using the Machiavellian
construct.

Prior research with the Mach scale has empha¬

sized win-lose games in which high Machs competed with
low Machs.

Given the presence of the situational param¬

eters just discussed,
low Machs.

high Machs were shown to win over

Typical win-lose games used involved trading,

lying or cheating>

and the use of psychological pressure

tactics in forming coalitions.

None of the prior studies

involved cooperative task effort or mobilizing resources
of cooperative groups in order to gain a reward for group
accomplishment.

The Geis study,

tions mentioned on page 14,

subject to the limita¬

found support for the hypothe¬

ses that the high Mach would be effective in achieving
leadership in cooperative groups and that the performance
of groups he led would be superior to groups not led by
high Machs.

The present study will attempt to extend

this point of departure.
The discussion in this section,

it is argued, pro-
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vides considerable
viduals

found

support for

the

contention that indi¬

to be relatively high in agreement with

Machiavellian precepts will be most
in an instrumental manner
portant to

them.

likely to use others

to achieve goals which are im¬

However,

except for the

tionable

findings of

there

little in the way of direct support for the

is

ability of

the

the Geis

study,

somewhat ques¬

reviewed earlier,

high Mach to mobilize group resources

effectively in competitive-cooperative task groups.
port for

this possibility will be developed in

cussion of

the

Sup¬
dis¬

the Leadership Effectiveness model of Fiedler

which follows.

Leadership Dimension

With respect to
general

style,

more

orientation toward manipulativeness

account for
other

interpersonal

the emergence

of

leadership

needed

one person rather than

in a leadership position.

has described

is

than a

style

Fiedler
in the

(1967,

p.

to

an¬
36)

following terms:

....the underlying need-structure of the indi¬
vidual which motivates his behavior in various
leadership situations.
Leadership style thus
refers to the consistency of goals or needs
over different situations.
This definition is
akin to Alfred Adler's definition of the life¬
style as an integrating goal or dominant pur¬
pose which determines the individual's behavior
(Way 1962).
There

is

strong

support in the

literature

for

an

in-
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dividual's

concern with the

task and with establishing

good interpersonal relations
variables

in leadership

(Hemphill,

in groups

theory.

The Ohio State

1949;

Stogdill

and Coons,

Michigan Studies

(Likert,

1961,

pointed
tion"

as explanatory

1957)

and his

and the

associates)

to variables variously labelled as

and

"initiation of

"job centered"

and

structure"

"employee

portant for leadership

and

(Michigan)

as

im¬

theory.

interpersonal

style,

(LPC)

Essentially,

person who

have

"considera¬

(Ohio State)

centered"

Fiedler has designated his

scale.

studies

as

scale,

which measures

the Least Preferred Coworker

assumes a priori

this

scale distinguishes

that his

coworkers

are

the
indi¬

viduals of personal worth from the person who perceives
his coworker's personal worth in terms
According

to Fiedler

ality theory of
and personality,
the

tics."
the
item

p.

44),

while

the

links

his

competence.

implicit person¬
separates work

implicit personality theory of

an individual's poor performance

task with undesirable personality characteris¬

The designation

"Least Preferred"

instructions for filling out "-he
semantic differential

to describe

"The

the high-LPC person thus

low-LPC person

on a joint

(1967,

of

scale,

is derived from

scale.

On

the

each subject is

the person with whom he has worked
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asked

least well.
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Fiedler,
leadership
concludes

in his review of

style

to

the

(1970,

p.

45)

the

research relating

style variables of

his model,

High-LPC leaders tend to be more concerned with
establishing good interpersonal relations.
They
are generally described as somewhat more con¬
siderate (as defined by the Ohio State Leader
Behavior Scale:
Stogdill and Coons, 1957) than
low-LPC leaders, the members of their groups
tend to be lower in anxiety, they get along
better with one another, and they are more sat¬
isfied to be in the group (Meuwese, 1964).
The
low-LPC leaders tend to be more concerned with
the task.
They are "more task- than relation¬
ship-oriented" and more punitive toward poor co¬
workers (Hawkins 1962).
In
the

sum,

there

seems

dichotomies of

to be

a clear relationship between

interpersonal

style,

leadership effectiveness model

rests,

in the Ohio

studies.

The

State

section

cussion of

set of
ness,

has

the result of

objective

given the presence
style

of

(LPC).

20 years of

leadership effective¬

a leader with the
The remainder of

the possibilities

tiveness model

a dis¬

the establishment of a

situational determinants of

will exp]o^*e

those found

leadership effectiveness develop¬

This model,
as its

interpersonal

and

that follows will be devoted to

the model of

ed by Fiedler.
research,

and Michigan

on which the

of utilizing

appropriate
the

chapter

the effec¬

in conjunction with the Machiavellian

struct to improve

the prediction of

and effectiveness

in competitive-cooperative

con¬

leadership emergence
task groups.
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Discussion of

the Leadership Effectiveness Model

In his book A Theory of Leadership Effectiveness,
Fiedler

(1967)

has reported research on the development

of a three dimension model for determining the degree
which the
group.

leader will be

The

able

three dimensions

ship position power,

to exert influence
are

task

clarity for the discussion which follows,
dimensions will be defined below

in his

structure,

and group atmosphere.

As

leader¬

an

each of

(Fiedler,

to

1967,

aid in
these
pp.

22-

32) :
1.

task structure--the degree to which the task
is structured or capable of being programmed.

The degree of
based on

Shaw's

mensions

for

dimensions

task

(1963)

structure,
research,

which suggested

the classification of

from Shaw's

in Fiedler's model,

tasks.

system have most generally been

Decision verifiability,

path multiplicity,

and

are defined in detail
these

four

items,

ten di¬

Four scales or

used in research with the effectiveness model.
(1)

is

(4)

(2)

Goal clarity,

These
(3)

Solution specificity.

in Appendix

II.

The

which was used in scaling

task in the present research,

is

reproduced

are

Goal
These

scale based on
the group
in Appendix

III.
2.

position power—the degree to which the posi¬
tion itself enables the leader to get his group
members to comply with and accept his direction
and leadership.

I
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This is

close

mate power.

to the

As will be

structured group,

of

classical definition of

seen below,

legiti¬

the previously un¬

interest in this

research,

has

low

leader position power.
3.

group atmosphere--the degree to which the
leader-member relationship is good or poor.

For

ad hoc groups which work together only for a

very short time,

Fiedler in his research has relied upon

the Group Atmosphere

score.

This

a 10

item semantic differential

ler,

and is

score

is derived from

scale developed by Fied¬

the one used in this research.

(It

is repro¬

duced in Appendix IV.)
Fiedler's
clusively

to date,

been used almost ex¬

to predict the effectiveness of

group

leader.

falls

into,

on the

theory has,

Depending on which of

in the

above

2x2x2

3 dimensions

the

of

task

matching of his

task or

socio-emotional

to each cell of

the model.

shown

that

a

The

1-2 on the

(1967),

(1)

a function of

cells

he

(high or

structure),

is

Fiedler

8 octants

classification

predicted effectiveness

delineated in Table

the established

the

the

leader's

appropriate

leadership

in the model

style
are

succeeding page.

in a series of research studies

task oriented

low

leader

(low LPC)

has

tends

to

perform best in situations which are very favorable or
very difficult for

the

leader

(cells

1,

2

and

7,

8

respec-
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Table

1-2

Octants of Fiedler's Model based on Three Situational
Factors

Octants

Leadermember
Relations

Task Structure

Leader's
Position
Power

1

Good

Structured

High

2

Good

Structured

Low

3

Good

Unstructured

High

4

Good

Unstructured

Low

5

Poor

Structured

High

6

Poor

Structured

Low

7

Poor

Unstructured

High

8

Poor

Unstructured

Low

I
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tively)
LPC)

and

(2)

a socio-emotional oriented leader

(high

performs best in situations which are intermediate

in favorableness to the leader

(cells 4,

5,

6,

7).

These

results are depicted in Figure 1-1 on the following page.
The present study will concern itself with only two
of the eight octants in Fiedler's model,
IV and Octant VIII.

that is Octant

These octants, due to the unstruc¬

tured nature of the task and weak leader position power
they specify,

indicate problem solving task groups.

The

difference between the two octants is group atmosphere,
which is favorable to the leader in Octant IV and unfavor¬
able to the leader in Octant VIII.

To date,

research re¬

ported in these two areas has not supported predictions
that socio-emotional leaders are more effective under
Octant IV conditions or that task oriented leaders are
more effective under Octant VIII conditions.
studies,

These

-

as will be the case in the present research,

not involve cash rewards,
ticipant groups.

equal or differential,

did

to par¬

It is expected that the conditions un¬

der which this study is being conducted will produce sup¬
port for the effectiveness of the

leadership style appro¬

priate to Octants IV and VIII.
This study will also attempt to utilize Fiedler's
model as an aid in predicting assumption of the leader¬
ship role by the individual with the leadership style

27

Group Situation
■>

Figure 1-1

Decreasing
Influence

Relationships between effectiveness of
leader and situational factors (cells)
in Fiedler's model
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appropriate to the group atmosphere in which he finds
himself.

This has not been previously attempted.

In

this study predictions are based on the reasoning that
an individual's leadership style will be perceived by
other members of an initially unstructured group and that
this in turn will mediate his selection as the leader of
the group.

Finally,

as noted above, new ground will be

broken by attempting to utilize the Machiavellian and
task versus socio-emotional style variables to improve
predictability of both assumption of the group leadership
role and of leadership effectiveness once that role has
been assumed.

In the remainder of the chapter the possi¬

bilities of using these two constructs of interpersonal
style in conjunction with one another will be explored.

Style Interrelationships

The major thrust of this study is to attempt to bring
together the two dimensions of interpersonal style already
discussed.

Other dimensions of interpersonal style could

be shown to have relevance to leadership emergence and
effectiveness.

But given the competitive-cooperative work

relationship posited by this study it can be argued that
the rational interpersonal style of the Machiavellian is
most relevant to leadership achievement in direct competi¬
tion with others and to the effectiveness of execution of
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the leadership role in such groups.

Also,

it is the con¬

tention of this study that perception by peers of a task
or socio-emotional orientation,
Octant IV or VIII situations,

appropriate to existent

should tend to mediate

leader selection and leadership effectiveness.
The high Mach,

as noted earlier, has been considered

"cool" in his interpersonal relationships by Christie and
his coworkers,

a highly rational individual who operated

according to his definition of the situation.
atively unmoved by interpersonal effect,

He is rel¬

in fact he uses

it to his personal advantage whenever possible.

This

might lead to the conclusion that the high Mach would,

in

terms of Fiedler's model, be most successful in Octant
VIII situations,
ever,

those favoring a task orientation.

How¬

as was shown in the discussion of the Machiavellian

dimension,

the high Mach is aided,

in winning, by his

ability to manage interpersonal affect.
dividual,

as just discussed,

The high-LPC in¬

manages others by means of

skill in interpersonal relationships.

This gives reason

to believe that the high Mach would also be successful in
Octant IV situations,

those favoring a socio-emotional

orientation.
In sum,

the

"cool" of the high Mach,

with a task orientation,

in conjunction

should assist him in taking over

the leadership position and in effectively mobilizing
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group resources in situations unfavorable to the leader.
On the other hand,

the ability of the high Mach to man¬

age interpersonal affect in conjunction with a socio-emotional orientation should support leadership claims and
effectively enable him to mobilize resources in group
situations which are favorable to the leader.
From the above,

it seems logical that these two

facets of interpersonal style may be complementary and
the consideration of both will lead to improved predic¬
tability of leadership assumption in problem solving task
groups with weak leader position power
VIII).

(octants IV and

The variable developed by Fiedler, which indexes

the effectiveness of the leader in directing group work,
is group atmosphere.

Group atmosphere is defined as the

relative favorableness of the interpersonal situation for
the group leader

(Fiedler,

1967 p.

29).

Given that the

leader is more effective in a group atmosphere
ate to his leadership style,

appropri¬

it seems reasonable to pre¬

dict that this will also aid in his achieving group
leadership in an initially unstructured situation.

This

seems particularly so in the cooperative-competitive busi¬
ness oriented situation on which this study is focused.
For leadership selection it seems important that an indi¬
vidual's personal characteristics be perceived by his
peers as appropriate to the situation in which the group
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finds itself.
Dominance - A Potential Alternative Variable
This research study proposes that a relatively com¬
plex set of dimensions - discussed in this chapter might have considerable explanatory power in accounting
for leadership emergence in previously unstructured prob¬
lem solving task groups.

There is always the possibility

that a conceptually more simple variable might be just as
efficient in predicting outcomes in any area of research.
In the case of leadership emergence,
of interest here,

for the groups

ascendance or dominance is suggested as

a possibly simpler variable.

This variable may account

for leadership emergence as efficiently as the Mach and
LPC variables.

Ascendance may be interpreted as

boldness" or "self-assurance" and dominance as
tiveness",

"self-confidence",

"social

"asser¬

or "order giving".

A high

correlation is seen to exist between these traits
Crutchfield and Ballachey,
poses of this research,

1962,

the Do

pp.

106-107).

(Dominance)

the California Psychological Inventory
used to operationalize this dimension.

(Krech,

For pur¬

scale,

from

(CPI), will be
The validity of

using this scale from the CPI will b3 discussed in Appen¬
dix IX.
The Manual for the California Psychological Inventory
(Gough,

1964,

p.

10)

states that the purpose of the Do
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(Dominance)
ability,

scale is

dominance,

"To assess factors of leadership
persistence and social initiative."

As in the present study, where the importance of the
leader role was stressed,
(1966)

Megargee,

Bogart and Anderson

showed a statistically significant relationship

between high Do scores and assumption of the leadership
role.

Pairs of subjects worked on a simulated industri¬

al task with a leadership role and a follower role speci¬
fied.

Subjects were left to agree who would be the

leader and who would be the follower.

High Do subjects

assumed the leadership role 90% of the time.
In another study by Megargee
was replicated,
lated tasks.

(1969),

this finding

also using pairs of subjects on simu¬

It was replicated for men,

for women and

for mixed pairs of subjects where the man was high on
dominance.

Where there was a sex role conflict, with

the woman high on dominance,
study was not replicated.

the finding in the earlier

As interesting finding of the

second study was derived from tape recordings of the
leader selection process.

In the three conditions where

dominance did not conflict with sex role it was found
that

(1)

when the high Do subjects made the decision as

to who would be the leader,
selves, but
sion,

(2)

they usually appointed them¬

when the low Do subjects made the deci¬

they appointed the high Do subjects leader.

"In
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many of these

cases,

the high Do subject had indicated

verbally or non-verbally that while
to.the

low Do partner,

the high Do

adverse to assuming leadership"
If there is

the decision was

up

subject would not be

(Megargee,

1969,

p.

380).

a high correlation between dominance

and

the variables posited in the present research,

for those

individuals

little

assuming the

leadership role,

will have been gained by introducing more
ables where a simpler variable was
In the next chapter,
be presented.
terms,

four sets

Their purpose

the reasoning

the two dimensions of
leadership emergence

is

of hypotheses will

developed in this

in operational

chapter relating

style discussed with

and effectiveness,

structured problem solving task

complex vari¬

sufficient.

to state,

interpersonal

then

groups.

in previously un¬

CHAPTER

II

HYPOTHESES

The purpose of this study,
ceding chapter,

as outlined in the pre¬

is to investigate some conditions under

which individuals, whose interpersonal style is Machia¬
vellian in orientation, will be motivated to
leadership roles in unstructured,
groups and

(2)

(1)

assume

problem solving,

task

lead those groups over which they have

been able to assume leadership to superior task perform¬
ance.

The general working hypothesis is that there is

a relationship between the conditions of reward under
which unstructured task group effort takes place,
ship style,

leader-

and the effectiveness of those who are able

to achieve a leadership role in such groups.
In this chapter,
sented,

four sets of hypotheses will be pre

stating in operational terms the reasoning de¬

veloped in Chapter I.

This will permit empirically test¬

ing whether the dimensions of leadership style discussed
in Chapter I can be used to predict leadership emergence
and effectiveness in previously unstructured, problem
solving,

task groups.

The first set of four hypotheses were set up to test
the likelihood of the high Mach assuming the leadership
role under conditions where the leader can anticipate re¬
ceiving

(1)

an equal reward or

(2)

a differential reward
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for the performance of the group.
this

study,

"anticipates

receiving an equal reward for

the performance of the group"
each group member is informed,
that the reward to be given

group leader.

is

defined to mean that

in advance of group work,

for superior group perfor¬

mance will be divided equally
lected as

For the purpose of

regardless

In contrast,

of who is

se¬

"anticipates

re¬

ceiving a differential reward for the performance of the
group"

is

aware,

in advance of group work,

lected as

defined to mean that each group member is

leader of the group will

additional
group.

individual

receive

an

se¬

immediate

reward regardless of the performance of the

The

followers

in the differential

tion would receive the same
group work was
group was

that the

amount as

the

reward condi¬
leader only if

judged to be of superior quality.

Each

advised that superior quality performance was

to be determined by the selection of their group report
as

one of the best six submitted.

The reward structure in

the differential reward condition was,
to operate so as
members

to stimulate

thereby,

designed

role expectations by group

that the selected leader would perform his

as effectively as

possible on behalf of the group.

bonus or reward to the leader was
in that it was

certain.

ability to the business

This,

"differential"

it was

felt,

role
The

in nature

lent credit-

oriented focus of the research.
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The second set of four hypotheses will test whether
using both the Machiavellian dimension and Fiedler's
model will result in improved predictability of leader¬
ship emergence.

A third set of two hypotheses will then

investigate group effectiveness after selection of the
leader.

Finally,

a last pair of hypotheses will serve

as a control for the possibility that a potentially sim¬
pler variable,

ascendance or dominance, may be as effi¬

cient in predicting leadership emergence in problem solv¬
ing task groups.
Hypotheses

to

The first set of four hypotheses dealt with the
likelihood of the high Mach assuming the leadership posi¬
tion in an initially unstructured task group under condi¬
tions of

(1)

equal and

(2)

differential reward distribu¬

tion for task group performance.
Where each member of an initially unstructured
task group anticipates receiving an equal share
of the reward for the performance of the group,
the highest Mach in the group will succeed in
taking over the leadership position more often
t’ an any other member of the group.
Where each member of an initially unstructured
task group anticipates receiving an equal share
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of the reward for the performance of the group,
there will be a positive relationship between
Mach position in the group and the likelihood
of taking over group leadership.
Where the individual who is successful in assum¬
ing leadership of an initially unstructured
task group anticipates receiving a differential
share of the reward for the performance of the
group,

the highest Mach in the group will suc¬

ceed in taking over the leadership position
more often than under equal reward conditions.
Where the individual who is successful in assum¬
ing leadership of an initially unstructured task
group anticipates receiving a differential share
of the reward for the performance of the group,
there will be a greater relationship between
Mach position and the likelihood of taking over
the leadership position than under equal reward
conditions.
Rationale
Where each group member receives an equal share of
the reward for performance of the t^sk it can be expected
that the high Mach, who typically is goal oriented and
relatively unaffected by interpersonal affect, will suc¬
ceed in assuming group leadership.

This has been indi-
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cated by the Geis research reviewed in Chapter I.

It is

expected that this finding will be replicated here.

What

has not been previously shown is whether the greater mo¬
tivation of a direct differential reward will stimulate
a greater proportion of the high Machs to successfully
assume group leadership.
Given the extra stimulus of a direct differential
reward to the individual assuming the leadership position,
three quite different results might be anticipated:

(1)

the greater stimulus of a direct reward to the individual
winning the

leadership role could reasonably be expected

to motivate a significantly greater proportion of the high
Machs to manipulate their way into the leadership position.
This is the result hypothesized above;

(2)

Characteristics

of interpersonal style other than Machiavellianism may be
appropriate to the different competitive conditions and
this could result in different high Machs reaching the
leadership role under the two reward conditions.

The pos¬

sibility of this result will be investigated in the next
set of hypotheses;

(3)

Either reward condition may tap all

high Machs capable of winning the leadership role.
this case Hg and
Hypothesis

In

will not be supported.

to Hg

As discussed in the preceding chapter it seems rea-
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sonable to believe that the task versus socio-emotional
orientation of interpersonal style can be used to improve
predictability of

(1)

assumption of group leadership in

an initially unstructured group,
ness following leader selection.

and

(2)

group effective¬

The second set of hy¬

potheses will deal with improved predictability of leader¬
ship assumption.

Then,

the third set of hypotheses will

investigate group effectiveness after selection of the
leader.
H,.

Groups which receive a reward to be divided
equally among its members for performance of an
unstructured task will produce high Mach lead¬
ers with a socio-emotional leadership style.

Hg

Groups which receive a reward in which the in¬
dividual who succeeds in assuming leadership
will gain a larger than equal share of the re¬
ward for performance of an unstructured task
will produce high Mach leaders with a task or¬
iented leadership style.
Where the group atmosphere is intermediate in
favorableness to the leader,

the high Mach who

has a socio-emotional leadership style
LPC)

(High

will succeed in assuming the leadership

role more often than any other person in the
group.
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Hg

Where the group atmosphere is unfavorable to
the leader,
(low LPC)

the high Mach who is task oriented

will succeed in assuming the leader¬

ship role more often than any other person in
the group.
Rationale
The groups taking part in this study can be viewed
as occupying either Octant IV or Octant VII in Fiedler's
model of leadership effectiveness.
indicates,

That is,

the theory

groups with unstructured tasks and weak lead¬

er position power.
An initially unstructured group,
a defined hierarchical structure,

that is one without

is classified in Fied¬

ler's theory as low on leadership position power.

An ex¬

ternal authority has not provided the leader with legit¬
imate authority or the power to coerce other group mem¬
bers into specified patterns of behavior.
The combination of low task structure and low leader¬
ship position power classifies the groups in this

study

as occupying either Octant IV or Octant VIII in Fiedler's
model.

What distinguishes the two is group atmosphere,

the 'relationship between the leader and other group mem¬
bers.

In this

study,

the equal reward condition which,

nonetheless, must provide for resolution of the leadership
issue in order to complete the task in competition with

l
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other groups, was expected to provide for a group atmos¬
phere intermediate in favorableness for the leader.
would place it in Octant IV,

This

and as hypothesized in Hr

D

support assumption of the leadership role by a socio-emotional oriented group member.

On the other hand,

it can

reasonably be argued that the differential condition of
reward should produce considerably greater group tension,
a climate unfavorable to the leader,

and thus as oppor¬

tunity for leadership assumption that can best be ex¬
ploited by the task oriented group members.
result hypothesized in

,

This is the

and would place it in Octant

VIII.
Leadership emergence has been predicted for high
Machs,

and,

given the appropriate group atmosphere,

for

individuals with a socio-emotional or task oriented
leadership style.
stated in

Therefore,

and Hg,

of leadership style.

it is logical to test,

as

a combination of these two aspects
A high Mach,

it is theorized,

is

reward oriented and as predicted in the first set of hy¬
potheses, will be motivated to assume group leadership
where it is to his advantage to do so.

Improved predic¬

tability of assuming the leadersb*'p role is based on the
reasoning that a high Mach will be most successful where
his orientation toward task versus socio-emotional inter¬
personal style is appropriate to the group atmosphere in
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which he finds himself.
Hypothesis Hg and
The third set of hypotheses investigated the rela¬
tive task effectiveness of groups over which high Machs
assumed the leadership role.

An important facet of this

investigation was to determine if the Least Preferred
Coworker scale developed by Fiedler could be used to in¬
crease the predictability of group effectiveness for
groups over which high Machs assumed the leadership role.
Hg

Those groups over which high Machs have assumed
the leadership role will achieve more effective
results than those groups not led by high Machs.

H^q

If the atmosphere in which group effort takes
place is favorable to the leader, groups led by
individuals high on both Mach and LPC will pro¬
duce the more effective results.

But if the at¬

mosphere is unfavorable to the leader,

groups

led by individuals who are high Mach but low LPC
will produce the more effective results.
Rationale
In general,

laboratory research has shown high Machs

to be more effective than lows in competition with others.
One objective of the Geis study was to test the high
Mach’s effectiveness in mobilizing and directing his
group's resources in competition with other groups.

"The
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prediction was based on a laboratory finding that high
Machs do not get distracted by emotional involvement ir¬
relevant to winning" (Geis,
Geis,

1968, p.

408).

Winheimer,

Berger;

1968 ,

in

In the Geis study the prediction

that groups led by high Machs would be more effective
was supported.

The purpose of the first hypothesis in

this set represents an attempt to replicate this result
in a business oriented problem solving group working for
a financial reward.
An attempt was then made,
H10'

as stated in hypothesis

to ut:*-^^ze t^ie LPC scale developed by Fiedler to

improve the predictability of group effectiveness for
groups led by high Machs.
p.

He reported

(Fiedler,

1967,

144) :
The findings of the Dutch study led to the hy¬
pothesis that the relationship-oriented leaders
would obtain the best group performance on un¬
structured tasks in pleasant relaxed groups
while the task-oriented (low LPC) leaders would
obtain the best performance in groups operating
under socially more strained, unpleasant condi¬
tions .

Therefore,

it seemed reasonable to hypothesize that the

combination of a high Mach with an LPC score relevant to
group atmosphere would produce the more effective re¬
sults.

If supported,

this would lead the way in future

research to develop a means of combining measurements
of these two dimensions of interpersonal style in order
to better predict leadership assumption and effective-
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ness in group work.
Hypothesis

to H^2

The fourth set of hypotheses were included in this
study to determine the extent to which ascendance or dom¬
inance,
ism,

a conceptually simpler variable than Machiavellian¬

could account for assumption of group leadership in

an initially unstructured creative problem solving group.
This possibility was not controlled for in the Geis study
nor in any of the research using the Mach construct.
There will be a relationship between the indi¬
vidual scoring highest on ascendance or domi¬
nance and his assumption of the leadership role.
H^2

There will be a positive correlation between
ascendance or dominance and Machiavellianism
among those high Machs who assume leadership
roles.

Rationale
As pointed out above, prior studies have not con¬
trolled for ascendance or dominance, potentially a sim¬
pler variable than Machiavellianism in a group context.
It might be argued that in a purely competitive situation
ascendance or dominance would have less predictive valid¬
ity than Machiavellianism.
erative situation,

But given a competitive-coop¬

an unstructured group and an unstruc-

I
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tured task

it is reasonable

or dominance may be
ership

that ascendance

just as effective in predicting

it already has been

there

lead¬

tween Mach,
ing over

shown

(Geis,

1968,

p.

408)

is a relationship between Machiavellianism and

assumption of

The

suggest

selection as Machiavellianism.

As
that

to

the

leadership position,

ascendance or dominance,

the

and success

leadership role may not be

first hypothesis

in this

the relation be¬
in tak¬

a simple one.

set predicts

a straightfor¬

ward relationship between ascendance or dominance and
assumption of
dicts

the

leadership position.

The

a relationship only for high Machs who

second pre¬
assume

the

leadership role.
This

chapter has been devoted to establishing four

sets of hypotheses,
dictability of

designed

to test empirically the pre¬

leadership emergence

unstructured competitive-cooperative
(1)

the Machiavellian construct,

leadership effectiveness

and

(3)

from the California Pyschological
chapter,
ing

(2)

and effectiveness in
task groups using
Fiedler's model of

the dominance
Inventory.

(Do)
In

the

scale
next

the experiment designed to gather data for test¬

these hypotheses will be described.

CHAPTER

III

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

This chapter will present a description of
perimental design which was developed to

the ex¬

test empirical¬

ly the hypotheses developed in the preceding chapter.
It will
(2)

cover

(1)

selection of

description of

mary of

the

the

experimental

the data generated and

tence of

subject population,

(4)

setting,

(3)

a sum¬

differences in compe¬

subjects.

A laboratory experiment was
need in exploratory research of
the greatest extent possible,
traneous variables.

chosen because of
this nature

the

the

to limit,

to

intervention of ex¬

Of particular importance was

a need

to avoid using subjects with previously established hier¬
archical or organizational relationships.
laboratory
which was

setting
the

same

Undergraduate
makes

it inevitable

also provided

for an

for each group

Any

isolated

of a

setting

session.

students were used as

subjects.

This

that a few subjects participating in

the experiment will have met prior
sions.

The use

suggestion,

however,

to their group

by a subject,

ses¬

that he

attend a particular group

session with another

individual was

There was no indication at any

of

the group

rejected.

sessions

specified

that a prior friendship played a

part in group activity.
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Three-man groups were used in this research.
was done

for the

following

two reasons:

thought that a minimum of three
-gether was necessary

to

formal group

leader be

bership were

limited to

(1)

This

It was

individuals working

to-

support a requirement that a
selected;
three

and

(2)

If group mem¬

individuals,

a given group

member need win acceptance by a maximum of only two peers
in order

to emerge

Selection of

as group

leader.

the Subject Population

The design

called for analysis of

case by each group participating
assure

that all

ence with case
individuals
of

in the experiment.

analysis,

At

the

junior

subject pool was

and

senior

courses

the beginning of the

Spring

experimenter visited a number of

class

objective of

for the

each class
they were

signing up

subjects

section prospective
asked to

sign up

for

to develop a

participation,

which would

three dollars

The Mach V inventory and

semester the

experiment.
told,
that

In

before
(1)

aimed at re¬

in business policy,

take

School

together in groups of

set of recommendations

that they would be paid

in the

the experiment,

solving a straightforward case
(2)

limited to

sections with the

subjects were

participation would involve meeting
three

To

subjects would have had previous experi¬

taking

Business.

a business policy

each for

and
their

approximately one hour.

the Least Preferred Coworker

I
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(LPC)

scale were

ticipate

in the research.

also asked
able

administered to those
Subjects who

to fill out a schedule

and LPC

scores.

it is usual

stratify the

signed up were

indicating times

As

stratified,

avail¬

in the Geis

based on Mach V

study reviewed in Chapter

in research with the Mach inventory to

range of Mach

scores in accordance with the

number of individuals making up each group.
the

to par¬

for participation in experimental sessions.
Group membership was

I,

signing up

four-member groups

range of

scores on

quartiles.

In

taking part in the Geis

the Mach inventory was

the present study,

trichotomized into high,
group of
each of

middle

three members was
the

three

Thus,

study the

divided into

the range

of

scores was

and low categories.

composed of one

individual from

sought to relate LPC scores

leadership effectiveness using Fiedler's model has

tion scheme was

as

high-

and low-LPC.

the Mach and LPC partition of

With a

This

the

scores

to
classi¬

classifica¬

followed in the present study.

stratification of

Each

categories.

Research which has

fied individuals

for

Combining

resulted in a 3 x 2

subject pool.

few exceptions,

individual

scale fall

into

Therefore,

to insure a reasonable

scores on

the Mach

a relatively narrow numerical range.

individuals occupying

the

three

separation of

categories

scores of

(high, middle,
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low)

used to

high,

stratify group memberships,

middle

and low categories were further subdivided

into halves.

The

individuals occupying the

each category constituted one
occupying

subjects

balanced between

numerical

across

the

median.

Those

two sub-populations were

covered a relatively wide

table on the

therefore,

in research using the
in the

top

those

half of
scoring

For greater clarity,
the

taken,

to groups,

subject pool

scale,

at the

the range were
in the bottom

this

split 3x2

is depicted in

in the process

low LPC

the design

reasonable balance

of

assigning

that no group would be

all high LPC or all

of

it was

subjects.

the

indi¬

composed of

For purposes of

important that there be

high and low LPC high Machs

two reward conditions.

was met is evidenced by Table
ing page.

scores were,

following page.

Care was

the

LPC

high LPC and

low LPC.

executing

scale

range.

scoring

stratification of

each of

those

two reward conditions provided for

is usual

considered as

viduals

from the

the LPC

the

as

as

and

range with a well dispersed distribution of

divided,

half

sub-population

study.

Scores on

scores

top half of

the bottom half of each category the other.

Selection of

in the

each of the

3-2 on

That this
the

a

in

condition

second follow¬
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LPC
High LPC
High
Mach

LPC
Low LPC

High LPC

H,H

H,L

H9H

H L

l

l

Z

Z

Top Half of
Each Third of
Mach Scores
Middle
Mach

Low
Mach

Table

3-1.

Low LPC

M H

M,L

m2h

L,H

L, L

L H

Bottom
Half of
M2L Each
Third
of Mach
Scores

L L

Split 3x2 Stratification of Subject
Pool Based on Mach and LPC Scores
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Reward Ccr.diuicr.

z. cruel

Mach/LPC

H.H

4

5

h2h

5

5

E1L

5

4

4

4

H2L

Table

3-2.

Did f erer.uial

The Number cf Groups ir. each reward
ccr.diuicr. which had leaders Drawn
iron the High !4ach/L?C Cells ir. the
Split 3x2 Surauif icauicr. cf Subjecus
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Description of the

Experimental Procedure

The experimental

small group

laboratory at the

School of Business Administration,
chusetts,

was used as

sessions.

the

setting

For each session,

three

reading

sides of a table
instructions

enough to observe
be

ran

the

of

three

at a specific

time.

individuals
Those

categories of the
signing up,

individual
available.
made

called

in order

to make

attention

sessions were

to participate

agreeing

as a group

to participate were

to arrive

the day before

Selection from the

subject pool was

from that category who

to individuals

to

an appropriate mix

for a given meeting

An average of

as

All expressed

the

telephone,

scheduled group meeting.

means of

when not

subjects who participated.

sent follow-up post cards mailed

priate

seated

Three different experi¬

for participation in
the

and

located himself near

cooperation and serious

made by contacting over

the

subjects were

sessions each.

task displayed by

(Mach/LPC)

subjects

the experimenter,

the group.

at least two

Appointments

three

the proceedings but not so close

satisfaction with the
to the

and

The

to the group,

considered part of

menters

for the experimental

only the

the experimenter were present.
on

University of Massa¬

three

to

randomized by
time,

contact with one who

the first

said he could be

four calls

in each category of

appro¬

the

had to be

subject pool

said he could be
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available

at the

time

specified for

a given group

ses¬

sion.
The

task consisted of

a one page

case

in business

policy, involving plant location

(see Appendix V) .

bring

task within Octants

the

and VIII

classification of
in Fiedler's model,

had been asked to rate
teria of task
average
of

This

to be

the

structure

rating was

4.50.

ered

the

3.30

task using Shaw's four cri¬

as described in Chapter I.
as

compared

indicated that the

to a scale midpoint

task could be

Actually thirty-seven had

was necessary to rerun one of
subjects due

to an error

consid¬

that session.

in Appendix VI

the

At the

the

high Mach

subjects were read the

and at the

it

first eighteen sessions

as

sions

(differential reward condition),
These

run as

sessions with different

tions

in Appendix VII.

sessions were

to be

in classifying

(equal reward condition),

were

Their

relatively unstructured.

scheduled.

that the

IV

twenty-five MBA students

Originally thirty-six experimental

assigned to

To

instruc¬

second eighteen ses¬
those instructions

instructions were

the

same except

subjects in the differential reward condition

told that the individual

would receive

an

immediate

$2

they

selected as

reward.

The other two

group members in this reward condition were
they could also receive

$2

leader

told that

rewards but only if

the report
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of the group was selected by a panel of judges as one of
the six submitted.

In the equal reward condition,

sub¬

jects were told they would each receive a $2 additional
reward if their group report was selected as one of the
best six submitted.
At each session, each participant was handed a copy
of the instructions and a copy of the case.

Blank paper

was provided for notes and for writing the group report.
The instructions were read aloud by the experimenter.
As described in the instructions, each group was given
(1)

five minutes to read the case,

discuss the case as a group,

(3)

(2)

twenty minutes to

whatever time was needed

to reach agreement on who was to be the group leader,
(4)

and

another twenty minute period to reach a decision and

develop a short written report justifying to management
the decision reached.

After the twenty minute discussion

period and before selection of the leader,

the paragraph

in the instructions on leader selection was read again.
Immediately following the second twenty minute ses¬
sion,

the group members were asked to disperse themselves

around the room in order to fill out two additional scales,
one which r*ould involve their "independent judgement" of
the atmosphere in which their group activity had taken
place.

The subjects then filled out the Do

(Dominance)

scale from the California Psychological Inventory

(CPI)
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and Fiedler's Group Atmosphere scale.
It was,

of cource, essential that the Group Atmos¬

phere scale be filled out following the group session.
Although required only of group leaders by the effective¬
ness model,

it was administered to all subjects who par¬

ticipated in the experimental sessions.

A possible bias

in the scores on the dominance scale was possible due to
the fact that it was filled out following leader selec¬
tion.

A number of the 45 items making up the scale refer

to leadership situations.

However,

due to time limita¬

tions at the class sessions used to sign up subjects and
for filling out the Mach and LPC scales,

it had not been

possible to have this scale filled out at that time.

Nor

because of the leadership questions in the scale could
justification be found for having subjects fill out the
scale just prior to group work.

Apparently, because the

inventory represented the only obvious inquiry into pri¬
vately held attitudes,

a number of subjects raised ques¬

tions concerning its use.

None,

however,

overtly related

the leadership questions in the scale to leadership se¬
lection in the group sessions in which they had just par¬
ticipated.
Immediately following completion of the two scales,
each subject was paid $3 in cash by the experimenter
(leaders in the differential reward condition received $5
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in cash) .

All subjects were asked not to discuss what

had taken place with others outside the session for the
reason that it was essential to the research being con¬
ducted that subjects at each group session start off on
the same footing.

There was no indication that any par¬

ticipants had prior information about the group sessions
in which they took part.
Summary of Data Gathered
In sum,

the following data was generated by the ex¬

periment in order to test the hypotheses stated in the
previous chapter.
Scores on the four instruments, each a scale or in¬
ventory of interpersonal style,
the study.
(1)

formed the data input of

The Mach V inventory provided the basis for

stratifying group membership by degree of agreement

with Machiavellian precepts,

(2)

predicting success in

assumption of the leadership role and

(3)

predicting ef¬

fectiveness of those who assumed the leadership role.
The Least Preferred Cowroker scale

(LPC)

was used

to ascertain individual orientations toward achieving
good interpersonal relationships in groups, versus con¬
centration on the task.

The objective of including this

scale was to see if this additional facet of interper¬
sonal style would aid in predicting

(1)

leader selection,

and when combined with Fiedler's Group Atmosphere scale,
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(2)

effectiveness of that leader.

(Do)

Ascendance or dominance

was inventoried to insure that Mach,

and not a con¬

ceptually simpler variable, was the primary predictor of
success in leadership assumption.
ports,

Finally,

the group re¬

as just described above, were rank ordered to pro¬

vide data on the relative effectiveness of the groups
which participated in the study.
Differences in Competence of Subjects
In the experiment actual differences in competence
may operate to override or offset hypothesized effects on
the dependent variable of differences in instrumental or¬
ientation or task v.
bers.

person centeredness among group mem¬

An effort was made to control for such occurrences

through analysis of the grade point averages of the sub¬
jects taking part in the experiment.
ing the only measure available,

In addition to be¬

it was felt that the only

reasonable index of differences in ability to analyze
cases on the part of business school undergraduates would
be demonstrated scholastic performance.
Table

3-3 on the following page seems conclusive on

the point that there was no relationship between the in¬
dividual's Grade Point Average and the likelihood of his
selection as group leader.
A question could be raised as to whether a possible
relationship might exist between Machiavellianism and the
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Ingroup

Grade

Point Average

and Position of

High

Reward

Leader

Middle

Low

Equal

7

6

5

Condition
Differential

7

5

6

14

11

11

Total

P (X2

=

.36)

=

.84

df=2

Table

3-3.

The Relationship between Grade Point
Average and Assumption of the Leader¬
ship Role Under Equal and Differential
Reward

Conditions
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grade point average of
the

leadership role.

those individuals who occupied
Past

studies,

detected any correlations of
(Christie

and Geis,

1970,

p.

however,

have not

interest in this area
36).

For Table 3-4,

the

relationship between Machiavellianism and Grade Point
Average has been tabulated for individuals who were
lected as group

leaders.

It is of

se¬

some interest to note

that the only two cells whose occupancy reached twice
the

expected frequency were

also had the
six

highest G.P.A.

low Mach leaders who

those of
for

six high Machs who

the groups

also had the

they

led and

lowest G.P.A.

for

their groups.
In Chapter IV,
tal

the data gathered at the experimen¬

sessions will be used to test the hypothesized rela¬

tionships
ings of

set out in Chapter II.

the

study will be

In Chapter V the

analyzed and interpreted.

find¬
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Grade Point Average
of Group Leader

High

Middle

Low

High

6

32

Middle

4

53

Low

4

3

Mach
Position

P(X2 =

3.53)

6

=

.48

df=4

Table

3-4.

The Relationship between Group Position
on Machiavellianism and Grade Point
Average of Individuals occupying the
Leadership Position

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS

The general working hypothesis was that there is a
relationship between the

conditions of

reward under which

unstructured task group effort takes place and the

leader¬

ship style

to

achieve

and effectiveness

of those who are

able

a leadership role in such groups.

The objective
below is that if

in setting up
support for

the hypotheses

them is found,

to be

then

tested

support

for the general working hypotheses would indicate

that

there is a relationship between a Machiavellian oriented
leadership

style

the

set of hypotheses would indicate

second

between
style

and

leadership

a social emotional

or

emergence.

Support for
a relationship

task oriented leadership

and leadership emergence given a group atmosphere

appropriate

to the respective

third set of hypotheses will

leadership

hypothesized to emerge

tiveness of

The

attempt to establish a rela¬

tionship between appropriateness of
those

style.

leadership

as group

leaders

style of
and the ef-

the groups over which their leadership

is ex¬

ercised.

Significance Level
For purposes of
study,

analyzing

no attempt has been made

the data generated by this
to establish an alpha
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level of

significance.

The

be exploratory in nature.
measure
1969,

130).

significance

First Set of
The first
the

set of

stated is

Hypotheses
likeli¬

Based on

two

conditions

the prior research re¬

the high Mach could be expected to take over

leadership more
The

findings

high Mach assuming the leadership position in

viewed above,

group.

the

hypotheses dealt with the

anticipated reward.

group

stated

left to the reader.

an initially unstructured task group under
of

considered to

(Wonnacott and Wonnacott,

Acceptance or rejection of

level of

hood of

should be

The probability values

the creditability of

p.

at the

study

often than

any other member of the

research reviewed earlier,

however,

did not

include provision for cooperative group effort with group
members earning rewards for

the quality of their work in

direct competition with other groups.
This
first,

study postulated two

which is

conditions of

in effect a control condition,

an equal reward to all group members
was

judged to be of

other groups.

Thus,

if

The

established

their performance

superior quality in competition with
no external

the high Mach to manipulate
order to derive an unequal
for his group.

reward.

Rather,

reason was presented to

his peer group members
share of

the

in

available rewards

a reason was presented for him to
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work

toward best mobilizing group resources in order to

maximize group
himself of
In
given
bers

reward and therefore an equal

for

that reward.

the

second reward condition,

a rationale
in order

to insure

the

the high Mach was

for manipulating his peer group mem¬
an immediate

group members would only receive
rewards if

share

cooperative

$2

reward.

His peer

two dollar additional

effort was

judged

to be high

in quality in competition with all other participating
groups.
The

first two hypotheses

tested related

to

the equal

reward condition.
H-^

Where each member of
task group
of

the

an initially unstructured

anticipated receiving an equal

reward

for

the performance of

the highest Mach in the group will
taking over the

high,

middle

the group,

succeed in

leadership position more often

than any other member of
The null

share

the group.

hypothesis associated with

is

and low Mach members constituting

would be equally likely to

assume

that the
the group

leadership of the

group.
Results of

testing hypothesis

The results of
below.

testing hypothesis

are

tabulated
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High Mach
Leaders

Non-high
Mach Leaders

4

14

Equal reward

Table

4-1.

Number of high Mach leaders and nonhigh Mach leaders under equal reward
conditions

Under the null hypothesis,
the

18 groups

in

this reward condition would be divided

equally between high,
the experiment,

middle

and low Mach

one high Mach was

of three members
is

it would be expected that

for all

a probability of

.89

Thus,

18 groups.

Given this,

4

the probability of

or fewer high
the observed out¬

is not statistically different than the

sis,

which therefore must be

seemed reasonable

most likely.

then the

null hypothe¬

accepted.
to believe

highest Mach in a group would most
ership role,

that if

likely assume

next highest Mach would be

In other words,

there would be

likelihood of

assuming

the
the

lead¬

the next

a relation¬

ship between relative group position on the Mach
the

there

(binomial exact probability test)

come

It also

In

assigned to each group

that the experimental result would be
Mach leaders.

leaders.

scale and

leadership over the group.

The

second hypothesis was designed to test this proposition.
H2

Where each member of

an initially unstructured
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task group
share

anticipates receiving an equal

of the reward for the performance of

the group,

there will be a relationship be¬

tween Mach position in the group
likelihood of taking over group

and

the

leadership.

The null hypothesis associated with

is that there

is no relationship between relative group position on the
Mach scale

and the

likelihood of

assuming

leadership over

the group given an equal distribution of the reward for
group performance.
Results of
The
Had
group

testing hypothesis

results of

testing

been confirmed,
assumed

the

if

that is,

leadership

other group member,
to determine

are

tabulated in Table

the

highest Mach in the

role more often

then it would have

there was

leadership.

is little difference

than any

been of

interest

a positive relationship between

relative group position on the Mach scale
of group

4-2.

As can be
between

and assumption

seen in Table

the

4-2,

there

experimental results

and

the null condition of no difference.
High
Leaders
Table

4-2.

4

Middle
8

Low
6

P (X^=l. 33) = . 50

Distribution of high, middle and low
Mach leaders under equal reward con¬
dition .
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A chi-square
together,

test

shows that for all

the deviations

theoretical

of the

frequency is not

the

actual

cells considered

frequency from the

significant.

Therefore,

there is no need to determine whether an ordered condi¬
tion exists.
As

set out above,

signed to

serve

the equal reward condition was de¬

two purposes in the

to test hypotheses relating

study.

The first was

to the proposition

that the

highest Mach in equal reward groups would most likely
assume

the

leadership role

sources and thus maximize
attempt to replicate
The

in order to mobilize group re¬
his potential reward.

the Geis

study did not

second purpose for including

condition in the
control group

study was

This

succeed.

the equal

reward

so that it could be used as

a

for the differential reward condition.

Under this condition;

the

high Mach was offered a clear

cut opportunity to manipulate

his peer group members

order to assure

larger

for himself

a

for his participation in the group.
ward condition the

in

than equal reward
In

individual elected to

the unequal re¬
the

leadership

position by the group received a reward whether or not
performance of

the group was judged

to be of high quali¬

ty in competition with the other groups participating in
the

study.

only if

His peer group members

received a reward

the performance of the group was

judged to be of
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superior quality.

As stated under

below,

it was ex¬

pected that the additional stimulus of a differential
reward would motivate the high Mach to assume group
leadership more often than under the control condition.
Where the individual who is successful in
assuming leadership of an initially unstruc¬
tured group can anticipate receiving a
larger than equal

share of the reward for

the performance of the group,

the highest

Mach in the group will succeed in taking
over the leadership position more often than
under the equal reward condition.
The null hypothesis which is relevant to this hy¬
pothesis is that there would be no greater likelihood
than under the equal reward condition for the high Mach
to assume group leadership.
Results of testing hypothesis
Of the 18 groups subjected to the differential re¬
ward condition,

high Machs assumed leadership over 7 of

the groups while only 4 middle Machs assumed group lead¬
ership.

Seven low Machs assumed group leadership,

crease of one over the equal reward condition.
result was a shift from the middle position,
to the high position and one to the low.

an in¬

The net

three going

For purposes of
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testing

the data is arranged as follows in Table 4-3,

making possible the use of a Fisher exact probability
test to determine if the shift toward assumption of
leadership by the high Machs would support

•

High Mach
Leaders

Non-high
Mach Leaders

Differential reward

7

11

Equal reward

4

14

Table 4-3.

A comparison of the number of high
Mach and non-high Mach Leaders under
equal and differential reward condi¬
tions

The probability of observing a given set of frequen¬
cies in a 2 x 2 table, where the marginal totals are
fixed,

is given by the hypergeometric distribution.

The

exact probability is determined by the ratio of the pro¬
duct of the factorials of the four marginal totals to the
produce of factorials of the cell frequencies multiplied
by N factorial.

(Seigel,

1956, p.

(A+B)|(C+D) 1 (A+C)
N|A B c D

97)

(B+D)

=

.162

For the data organized in the above table, where
P=.162,

the shift is in the predicted direction and does

provide some indication that the immediate availability
of a $2 reward did stimulate a greater number of high
Machs to assume group leadership than under the equal

I
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reward condition.

However,

it should be noted that in

the control group, which served as the basis for compar¬
ison here,

two fewer high Machs than the six postulated

by the null hypothesis assumed group leadership.
that same null hypothesis applied to H^,
a condition

of equilikelihood,

Had

that is, under

then six high Machs

could have been expected to assume leadership where seven
actually did so.

Therefore,

shift of this nature,

to properly interpret a

it would have been necessary to:

(1)

have had a supportable hypothesis predicting it,

(2)

be able to provide, post hoc,

or

reasonable support for

fewer than an equiprobable number of high Machs assuming
the leadership role under the equal reward condition.
The second of these two alternatives will be explored in
the next chapter.
H^,

the last hypothesis in this

set parallels H^ and

is concerned with the possibilities of order,

relating the

assumption of group leadership to relative position on the
Mach scale among group members.
that 4 high Machs,
group leadership,

Under H^ the data showed

8 middle Machs and 6

low Machs assumed

clearly not an ordered relationship.

H^ predicted not only that the ordered condition would ex¬
ist under the differential reward condition but also that
it would be more pronounced than under the equal reward
condition.
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Where the individual who is successful in
assuming leadership of an initially unstruc¬
tured task group can anticipate receiving a
larger than equal share of the reward for the
performance of the group,

there will be a

significantly greater relationship between
Mach position and the likelihood of taking
over the leadership position than under the
equal reward condition.
The null hypothesis associated with this hypothesis
should be that there is no greater likelihood of an or¬
dered condition here than under

.

However,

the lack of order under that hypothesis,

in view of

the first ques¬

tion which must be answered is whether there is evidence
of an ordered condition here.
sis is the same as under

For this the null hypothe¬
That is,

there is no rela¬

tionship between relative group position on the Mach scale
and the likelihood of assuming leadership over the group.
Then,

if an ordered condition is found to exist,

compari¬

son with findings under the equal reward condition will
become relevant.
Results of testing hypothesis
Under the differential reward condition 7 high Machs,
4 middle Machs,
This,

of course,

testing

and 7 low Machs assumed group leadership.
is the same data used to test

In

it was the proportion of high Machs assuming
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group leadership which was of interest.

Here, we are in¬

terested in the possibilities of order.

The following

table organizes the data to permit applying a chi-square
test to determine if the distribution to the cells di¬
verged from the null hypothesis set up above of equal
probability of leadership selection among high, middle
and low Machs.
Mach
High
Leaders

Table 4-4.

Middle

7

Low

4

7

P (X^=l.00) = . 61

Distribution of high, middle and low
Mach leaders under differential re¬
ward conditions

A chi-square test shows that for all the cells considered
together,

the deviations of the actual frequency from the

theoretical frequency are not significant.

Therefore,

the null hypothesis must be accepted and it must be con¬
cluded that neither reward condition produced a divergence
from an equal probability of leader selection insofar as
Machiavellianism is concerned.
Based on leader selection,

therefore,

there is no

need to compare the two reward conditions to determine
if the differential reward condition produced a more posi¬
tive ordering than did the equal reward condition.

It is

apparent that neither condition produced a positive order-
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ing.
Summarizing the findings resulting from testing this
set of hypotheses,
task,

(2)

it seems clear that:

(1)

the basis for group interaction,

the group

and

(3)

the

conditions of reward did not interact to motivate the ex¬
pected number of high Machs to assume group leadership.
This was so even though for a number of groups it was
clear to the experimenters conducting the group sessions
that the high Mach could have taken over the leadership
role without opposition from others in his group.
the equal reward condition,

In

there were indications of a

tendency of the high Mach to occupy the central report
writing role whether or not he also occupied the leader¬
ship role.

This differentiation was not anticipated in

the research design.

The impact of this unexpected out¬

come will be analyzed in the following chapter.
As already noted, no support was found for the two
hypotheses

and H^)

which sought to test the possibil¬

ity that there would be a relationship between group posi¬
tion on the Mach scale and the likelihood of assuming
group leadership.
contentior.

Such a relationship seems a logical

But given the failure of the leadership role

in the equal reward condition and the immediate $2 reward
in the differential reward condition to stimulate as much
Machiavellian activity as was expected,

it does not seem
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that a

thorough basis

for

testing

these

presented by the experimental design of

hypotheses was
this

research.

Second Set of Hypotheses
The purpose
potheses was to

of

including

test whether

vidual's task versus
terpersonal
bility of

style

ership

a determination of an indi¬

This

assumption over an initially un¬
two expected conditions

represents

an

to better predict lead¬

It was expected that the

perceived as potentially most effective
group resources where

tured group

leader.

the

phere
IV.

in Chapter I.
favorable

As

to the

will be most effective.

a task oriented

and an unstruc¬

This was described in

seen in Table

1-2,

group

atmos¬

leader is associated with Octant

This predicts that a

leader indicates

at stake

task situation in either Octant IV

or Octant VIII of Fiedler's model.
detail

in mobilizing

An initially unstruc¬

(low leader position power)

tured task places

individual

an additional reward was

selected group

of group

attempt to use Fiedler's

leadership effectiveness

assumption.

would be

in¬

could be utilized to improve predicta¬

structured group under

model of

four hy¬

socio-emotional orientation of

leadership

atmosphere.

the second set of

socio-emotional

leadership

An atmosphere unfavorable

an Octant VIII

situation,

style

to the

predicting that

leader will be most effective.
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The assumption underlying

is

that the equal re¬

ward condition would produce

a favorable group

The

is

assumption underlying

ward condition would produce
phere.

This,

that the differential re¬

an unfavorable group

it was expected,

would mediate

of

a high Mach with a

leadership

to

the expected group

atmosphere.

hypotheses,
as

and H7,

style
The

selection
appropriate

second pair of

leader and predicts

high Mach with the leadership style

Hj.

(LPC)

atmos¬

starts with the group atmosphere

actually perceived by the

mosphere will

atmosphere

appropriate

that the

to

that at

assume group leadership.

Groups which receive
equally among

a reward

its members

an unstructured
leaders with a

to be divided

for performance of

task will produce high Mach
socio-emotional

leadership

style.
The null hypothesis
Machs who
to have

assume

a task or

Results of
As

the

associated with

leadership role

socio-emotional

likely

style.

testing hypothesis H5

seen in Table

tion three had,
style.

that high

are equally

leadership

4-5 on the

following page,

four high Mach leaders produced under

ship

is

as predicted,

However,

the

a

this

of

the

reward condi¬

socio-emotional

number of high Machs

leader¬
actually
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LPC

High

Low

Total

High

3

14

Middle

2

6

8

Low

4

2

6

Total

9

9

18

Mach

Table

4-5.

Equal Reward Condition:
Categorized
by Leadership Orientations (Mach/LPC)
of Number of Individuals Selected as
Group Leaders.
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assuming

the formal

leadership role

under this

condition

was not large

enough on which to base meaningful proba¬

bilities even

though in the predicted direction.

In Table

4-5

it is of

interest to note

with which task oriented middle Machs
ship role,

reaching

ther examination.
attention.
eral,

a level
In

the

next chapter

leaders

lected over task oriented leaders
condition.

The

answer,

role,

the equal

style,

style.

that the

those

the proclivity of
the leadership

assuming

atmosphere

and

leadership in

to

tension over

the

in

leader

lead

a

socio-emotional

reward condition

should

favoring a task oriented lead¬

The difference

and thus move
This

conducive

the differential

tion was expected to

VIII.

to

for assuming

among

atmosphere

lead to a group
ership

styles

se¬

the equal reward condition was expected to pro¬

a group

leadership

phere

tended to be

reward condition.

Where

is

in gen¬

is that there was an even distribution of task

socio-emotional

duce

this will receive

in the equal reward

in part due

task oriented middle Machs

leader¬

a need for fur¬

interest is whether,

socio-emotional oriented

frequency

assumed the

that suggests

Another area of

the

to

terms of Fiedler's model
selection in

a less

this condi¬

favorable group

atmos¬

situation from Octant IV to Octant

latter Octant predicts

leader will be most effective.

that a task oriented

The perception of this
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quality is expected to produce
task oriented
Hg

leadership

style.

Groups which receive
dividual who

a high Mach leader with a

a reward in which the in¬

succeeds in assuming

will gain a larger than equal
ward for performance on
will produce
iented

share

of

the re¬

an unstructured task

high Mach leaders with a task or¬

leadership

The null hypothesis

style.

here

is

the

same

that a task or socio-emotional oriented
ly

leadership

as under

leader

:

is equal¬

likely.

Results of testing
There were
condition.

As

task oriented
dition,

no

among

all

gate,

10 of
and

high Mach

leaders

shown in Table
(low LPC).

4-6,

a task or

those
the

8 were

this reward

only 3 of

can be

socio-emotional

selected as group
leaders

under

the

As under the equal

significant difference

likelihood of

uals

7

hypothesis

low LPC.

Once

reward

leadership
In

is of

interest.

leadership role,

Of

the

all were

style

the aggre¬

high LPC individ¬

again the

frequency with

which task oriented middle Machs assumed the
role

con¬

seen between the

leaders.

selected were

7 were

leadership

4 middle Machs assuming the

task oriented.

i

The

failure of the

the expected differences

two reward conditions
in the

interpersonal

to produce
style of
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LPC

High

Low

Total

High

4

3

7

Middle

0

4

4

Low

4

3

7

Total

8

10

18

Mach

Table 4-6.

Differential Reward Condition:
Categorized by Leadership Orien¬
tations (Mach/LPC) of Individuals
Selected as Group Leaders.
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the leaders selected leaves two questions unanswered.
One of these is whether the experimental conditions of
the study produced the expected snift in group atmos¬
phere.

This question will be examined in the course of

the interpretation of the results of the study in the
following chapter.

The remaining question is to be

tested by the second pair of hypotheses in this set:
will a given favorability of group atmosphere predict
the leadership orientation of the high Machs selected
as group leaders?
Where the group atmosphere is intermediate in
favorableness to the leader,

the high Mach who

has a socio-emotional leadership style
LPC)

(high

will succeed in assuming the leadership

role significantly more often than any other
person in the group.
The null hypothesis associated with hypothesis
is that high Machs selected as leaders are equally like¬
ly to have a task or socio-emotional leadership style.
-Results of testing hypothesis
Groups perceived to be of intermediate favorable¬
ness to the leader did not produce sufficient data to
test

.

To test H7, group atmosphere scores were tri-

chotomized into relatively favorable,
unfavorable conditions.

intermediate and

In the 12 groups where group
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atmosphere was perceived as intermediate in favorableness
to the leader, only one high Mach leader was selected and
this individual was not as predicted by the hypothesis
(Table 4-7) .
Fiedler's model generally predicts high LPC leaders
will be most effective given a group atmosphere interme¬
diate in favorableness to the leader.

The data shows

that 6 of the leaders were socio-emotional oriented and
6 were task oriented.

Thus,

for this condition at least,

the underlying proposition that the more effective lead¬
ership style would be correctly perceived and that this
would influence leader selection was not supported.
The second hypothesis in this pair tests the expec¬
tation that an unfavorable group atmosphere would pro¬
duce high Mach leaders with a task orientation.
Hg

Where the group atmosphere is unfavorable to
the leader,
(low LPC)

the high Mach who is task oriented

will succeed in assuming the leader¬

ship role significantly more often than any
other person in the group.
The null hypothesis for Hg is the same as it was for
:

high Machs selected as leaders are equally likely to

have a task or socio-emotional leadership style.
Results of testing hypothesis HQ
The data from Table 4-8 shows that 4 high Mach lead-

LPC

High

Low

Total

High

Oil

Middle

0

3

3

Low

6

2

8

Total

6

6

12

Mach

Table 4-7.

Group Atmosphere:
Intermediate
in Favorableness to the Leader:
Task v. Socio-emotional Orienta¬
tion of Individual Assuming the
Leadership Role.

LPC

High

Low

Total

High

4

0

4

Middle

13

4

Low

2

2

4

Total

7

5

12

Mach

Table 4-8.

Group Atmosphere:
Unfavorable
to the Leader:
Task v. Socioemotional Orientation of Indi¬
vidual Assuming the Leadership
Role.
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ers perceived group atmosphere
a socio-emotional leadership

style,

predicted by the hypothesis.
high Machs

assuming

this outcome

as unfavorable.

the opposite of

However,

that

the number of

leadership was inadequate

statistically.

All had

to test

An attempt to explain this

unforeseen result would require

a

larger

sample of

socio-

emotionally oriented high Machs than occurred here.
Chance

factors would have resulted in a cell

Therefore,

it does not

rive

conclusions

this

small magnitude.
Overall,

dividuals

seem reasonable

size of

to attempt to de¬

from a single unexpected outcome of

there were

selected as

atmosphere

conditions.

in neither

reward

seven high and five

leaders
Thus,

in

the

low LPC in¬

unfavorable group

it must be concluded that

condition was

there

real

support for

the underlying proposition that the appropriate
ship

style would be

correctly perceived and

in turn would mediate
underlying

leader

assumption,

tested here.

It may be

did not provide

a basis

selection.

however,

for

the

it does not

It was not the

that was being

appropriate
.^lso,

conditions

orientation

as will be

seem that the Group Atmosphere

itself was an appropriate index of
relationships.

leader¬

that this

that the experimental

to be perceived and acted upon.
below,

two.

seen
score

intragroup working
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Summary
The

lack of

volving group

support for any of the hypotheses in¬

atmosphere merits further examination.

pointed out above,
tions

the

failure of the

to produce differences

interpersonal

style

the experimental
expected

conditions of

atmosphere

same,

reward condition,
higher of

the

view of the

duced

selected leaders'

scores
two

study produced the
In Table

it can be

4-9 which

seen that no

reward conditions.

the distribution of Group Atmosphere

virtually the

will be

this

atmosphere.

shift occurred between the
means of

two reward condi¬

left open the question of whether

shift in group

analyzes group

in the

As

The

scores

are

with the mean in the differential

contrary

two.

to expectations,

This is

findings

all

in the

shown that the

the more

next chapter.

slightly the

surprising in
There,

it

equal reward condition groups pro¬

significantly more effective group reports than did

the differential reward groups.

Thus,

it must be

cluded that the Group Atmosphere questionnaire
failed to measure

seen by the

itself

an apparent significant difference in

intra-group working relations.
can be

con¬

Further evidence of this

fact that not only was

ferences

in Group Atmosphere

leaders,

neither was

lowers.

These

there no dif¬

as perceived by the group

there

any as perceived by their fol¬

scores were

taken for purposes of uniform-
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ity in administering

the

experiment even

though not

called for in the research design utilizing Fiedler's
model.

These results are

the following page.
mosphere

as

conditions,

also depicted in Table

on

Non-leaders did perceive Group At¬

somewhat less favorable

than leaders

perhaps indicating somewhat

tion with the role

4-9

they had played.

less

This is

in both

satisfac¬
consistent

with research findings on communication nets.

Third Set of Hypotheses
The next pair of hypotheses were
sign in order

to investigate

the

relative

ness of groups over which high Machs
ship role.

Geis

structured

(APA,

situation,

1968)

isted between assumption of
highest Mach in the group
the

conditions of

replicate
The

these
36

judges were
bo worst.

task effective¬

assumed
for

the

leader¬

an initially un¬

significant relationship ex¬
the

leadership role by the

and group effectiveness.

study,

For

an attempt will be made

to

findings.

group reports were

independently judged.

asked to rank order

all

Two

36 reports from best

A Spearman rank order correlation coefficient

between the
which was

this

found,

that a

included in the de¬

two rankings was

computed.

significant beyond the

.001

bo a clerical error on bhe parb of

For all 36,
level.

one of

bhe

r=.739,

Perhaps,
judges,

due
one
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Score

Range

Equal Reward

Differential Reward

80-75

5

6

74-70

3

4

69-65

4

3

64-60

4

4

59-55

2

0

54-50

0

1

Number of Groups

18

18

Mean Score

68.6

70.0

Mean Group

Score

Equal Reward

Differential Reward

Leaders

68.6

70.0

Non-leaders

65.4

64.3

Overall

66.7

66.2

Table

4-9.

Analysis of Group Atmosphere
under two reward conditions.

scores
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of the reports was
and

ranked 3rd from the top by one

3rd from the bottom by the other,

almost 50%

of the d

2

.

Otherwise

Those groups
the

accounting for

the correlation coeffi¬

cient would have been approximately
Hg

judge

.85.

over which high Machs have

leadership role will

assumed

achieve more effective

results than those groups not led by high Machs.
The null hypothesis

is

that groups

will be no more or less effective

led by high Machs

than groups not

led by

high Machs.
Results of

testing hypothesis

y

Of the

36

groups

led by high Machs

taking part

18.3

presses

in the study,

and 25 by middle

group effectiveness of the
was

Hn

11 were

and low Machs.

11 groups

Mean

led by high Machs

compared to the midpoint of 18.5,

which ex¬

the mean effectiveness of all groups participat¬

ing in the

study

(Table

4-10).

Obviously,

difference between these two means.

there

is no

The Machiavellian

dimension standing alone did not predict any greater abil
ity on the part of high Mach
resources

leaders

to mobilize group

than other group leaders.

Earxier,

an attempt was made,

unsuccessfully,

to

utilize Fiedler's model to improve predictability of lead
ership assumption.

Although

the

instrument used to index

88

Mean Group Effectiveness

Groups

led by high Machs

All groups

Table

in study

4-10.

(36)

(11)

18.3

18.5

Effectiveness of groups led by
high Machs compared to all groups
participating in study.
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the group atmosphere dimension of
was

some

the model

clear indication that the task v.

al•leadership orientation
scale did relate to

leadership

assumption.

leadership,

5

performing groups were
The

high Machs but
groups

assuming group

4

led

of the poorest

ability of not only the task oriented

the task oriented middle Machs

findings

at greater length

style

led by socio-emotional oriented

achieving superior results

teresting

a most

7 best performing groups were

by task oriented high Machs while all

high Machs.

Here,

the effectiveness of

Of the 11 high Machs

of the

socio-emotion-

the interpersonal

leader related to

the groups he led.

there

as measured by Fiedler's LPC

interesting finding is how well
of the high Mach

failed,

of the study.

is

to

lead

one of the most in¬

This will be explored

in the next chapter.

We have already

found that the two conditions of

re¬

ward did not produce the expected shift in group atmos¬
phere scores.

In

and Hg we were

concerned with the

relationship between group atmosphere and the
of the individual with the
style
est

to

assume the

to explore

priateness

leadership role.

the potential

interpersonal
Now it is of inter¬

relationship between appro¬

of interpersonal style among high Mach

and the effectiveness
to lead.

appropriate

ability

leaders

of groups which they were selected

I
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If

the

atmosphere

in which group effort takes

place is favorable

to the

leader,

groups

led

by individuals high on both Mach and LPC will
produce

the more effective

results.

But if

the atmosphere is unfavorable

to the

groups

are high Mach

led by individuals who

but low LPC will produce

leader,

the more effective

results.
The null hypothesis

associated with

is

that there

will be no relationship between the

leadership

appropriate

that prevailed and

to

the group atmosphere

style most

group effectiveness.
Results of

testing hypothesis H-^q

As might be
ported in this

anticipated from the results

study,

group

atmosphere

scores

already re¬
as deter¬

mined in the present research design did not prove
a reliable
in the

index of

table on

the

leadership

effectiveness.

following page,

three groups

atmosphere was
led by

favorable

three groups

to that predicted.
to the

leader,

the

socio-emotionally oriented high Mach

leaders produced results much poorer
the

shown

the only prominent

finding was in the direction opposite
Where group

As

to be

than

average while

led by task oriented high Machs pro¬

duced slightly higher than

average results.

atmosphere was unfavorable

to

the

leader,

the

Where group
four groups
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led by socio-emotionally oriented high Mach leaders pro¬
duced slightly poorer than average results.
reported,

contrary to expectations,

As already

no task oriented

high Machs assumed leadership roles where group atmos¬
phere was reported as unfavorable to the leader.
purposes of testing H^q,

For

the trichotomized division of

group atmosphere scores was used, with the top third of
the scores constituting the favorable condition and the
bottom third the unfavorable condition.
Results of the tests reported above require the
null hypotheses for
esting emergence of the

and H^q be accepted.

The inter¬

task oriented individual, not

only among high Machs but middle Machs as well,

as best

able to spearhead effective group results, regardless of
group atmosphere, will be considered in more detail in
the chapter following.

Four Set of Hypotheses
A research design,

the objective of which is to pre¬

dict assumption of group leadership based on inventories
of interpersonal style,

should include controls for con¬

ceptually simpler variables which may be equally predic¬
tive.

The following set of hypotheses have been included

in the study to determine the extent to which ascendance
or dominance,

a conceptually simpler variable than Machi-
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Group Atmosphere Favorable to the Leader
Mach/LPC
HH

Mean Group
Effectiveness

Mann Whitney U
Z Score P=

15
31
36
82
M= 27.3

HL

—1,51

.066

,31

.378

.15

.440

13
14

22
49
M=16.3

Group Atmosphere Unfavorable to the Leader
HH

2
23
25
27
77
M=19.2

-

HL*

*No high Machs assumed leadership.

Table 4-11.

Effectiveness of High Mach Leaders
under two conditions of Group
Atmosphere.
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avellianism,

could account for assumption of the leader¬

ship role in an initially unstructured creative problem
solving group.

This possibility has not been controlled

for in prior studies.
Hu There will be a significant relationship
between the individual scoring highest on
ascendance or dominance and his assumption
of the leadership role.
The null hypothesis relevant to

is that there

will be no relationship between ascendance or dominance
and assumption of the leadership role.
Results of testing hypothesis
For purposes of testing

the three individuals

constituting each group were classified as high, middle
or low on dominance based on scores on the Do scale of
the California Pyschological Inventory.

This parallels

the basis used for classifying group members on the Machi¬
avellian dimension.
leadership role,

Of the 36 individuals assuming the

30 scored highest among members of their

respective groups on dominance.

Chance selection would

have placed 1/3 of the group members scoring highest in
their groups in the leadership role, or 12 individuals.
This obviously is not statistically different than the
13 high dominance individuals who actually did assume
the leadership role.

Thus,

in terms of the combined
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equal and differential reward conditions,
pothesis should be accepted.

However,

the null hy¬

as with the test¬

ing of the predictability of the Machiavellian dimension,
it seems equally useful to test leadership assumption
for the two reward conditions separately.
Table 4-12 on the following page,

As seen in

only 4 of the 18 groups

in the equal reward condition selected leaders who scored
highest on dominance, while in the differential reward
condition,

9 of the 18 individuals selected were high on

dominance.

This represents a considerable shift between

the two dimensions.

A Fisher exact probability test

(Table 4-13)

shows this shift to be significant at the

.064 level.

It is a somewhat greater shift than occurred

between the two reward conditions among high Machs assum¬
ing the leadership role.
This result leads directly to the second hypothesis
in the set,

the question of a relationship,

tween Mach and dominance.

if any, be¬

How likely is it that leaders

scoring high on one will also score high on the other?
H^2

There will be a significant positive correla¬
tion between ascendance or dominance and
Machiavellianism among th^se high Machs who
assume the leadership role.

The null hypothesis associated with H^2

is that there

is no relation between Machiavellianism and dominance

i
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Number of group
leaders highest
on dominance

Reward
jSondition
lEqual reward

Number
of
Groups

Binomial
probabil¬
ity test

4

18

. 893

;Differential reward

_9

18

.102

^Conditions combined

13

36

^Tab.le 4-12.

Leadership assumption by group
members scoring highest on
dominance.

Reward
Differential

Equal
Leaders
.Nonleaders

4

9

14

9

Fisher exact probability test
P

Table 4-13.

. 064

Significance of change between equal
and differential reward conditions
in frequency of leadership assumption
for individuals highest in dominance.
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among high Machs assuming.the leadership role.
Results of testing hypothesis H-^
A Spearman rank order correlation coefficient was
computed for the 11 high Machs who assumed the leader¬
ship role.
was

.20.

For all 11,

the coefficient of correlation

But 1 of the 11 observations accounted for 60%

2

of the d .

(The highest Mach scored lowest on dominance.)

For the remaining 10 high Mach leaders the correlation
was

.68 which was significant at the

trast,

.015 level.

In con¬

for individuals assuming the leadership role

taken as a whole no such correlation appeared.
r=-.18.

For this correlation,

Here

a one tailed test of sig¬

nificance was used since it is a hypothesized positive
correlation that is being investigated.
for the one aberation,
nificant correlation of
least,

In sum,

there is support for H.^?

allowing
a sig¬

.68 indicates to this extent,

at

that the Mach and CPI dominance scales are inven-

toring overlapping predispositions for high Machs who
assumed the

leadership role.

Overview
This chapter has presented results of testing the
hypotheses developed in the researcn design together with
the statistical procedures used in testing those hypothe¬
ses.

Following the tests of each set of hypotheses,

a
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summary of the major findings was also presented relat¬
ing those findings to the major theoretical frameworks
on which the research design was based.

Inadequacies in

the design as well as in the prior research on which the
design of this study was based, placed limitations on
the ability to adequately test all of the hypotheses de¬
veloped in the design.
well as of

An analysis of the results as

several unexpected findings will be discussed

in the chapter that follows.

CHAPTER

V

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
OF THE FINDINGS

The results reported in the previous chapter did not
provide the expected support for the major hypotheses of
the study.

As was noted in Chapter IV,

this failure to

find support for the major hypothesized relationships ap¬
parently was caused by several factors not anticipated
in the research design.

The lessons learned from this,

which may be of benefit in future research, will be ex¬
plored in the final chapter of this study.
In addition to finding support for the last set of
hypotheses,

involving Mach and dominance,

several other

findings of interest were indicated by the data.
will be analyzed below.
overcome,

in part,

Also,

These

it seems possible to

the lack of data needed to test sev¬

eral of the hypotheses in Chapter IV.

This will be at¬

tempted by re-examining these hypotheses based on the
observation at the experimental sessions,

that the high

Mach tended to play a key role in his group in a number
of instances even though he did not seek the formal
leadership role.
To accomplish these objectives,

this chapter will

seek to analyze and interpret the findings of the pre¬
vious chapter in the following five areas:

(1)

the ex-
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tent to which high Machs played a key role in their
groups;

(2)

the impact of equal and differential reward

conditions on group effectiveness;

(3)

the relationship

between group atmosphere and group effectiveness;

(4)

the relationship between group effectiveness and the in¬
terpersonal style of the group leader;

and

(5)

the cor¬

relation between Machiavellianism and dominance and the
use of both scores to improve predictability of leader¬
ship emergence.

The High Mach as Key Role Player
Initially,
be defined.

in this section,

Then,

a key role player will

based on this definition,

the hypothe¬

ses, previously tested on a formally designated leader
basis, will be re-examined on the basis of the individual
who played the key role.

In later sections,

hypotheses

concerning leadership effectiveness also will be re-ex¬
amined on this basis.
It will be presumed that the individual who meets
the following criteria played the key role in his group.
A key role player is defined here as the individual who
(1)

in the absence of any other evidence,

formal leadership role,
(3)

(2)

occupied the

wrote the group report,

based on experimenter observation,

or

clearly mobilized

group resources even though not formally occupying the
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leadership role.
There
vations,

is

based on experimenter obser¬

to

few high Machs

support theoretically the
assumed

equal reward condition.

condition,
imize

evidence,

which would tend

fact that so
in the

some

the objective

their

cash reward.

associated with status

of

signed

leadership role

Under the equal reward

the participants was

to max¬

No external or explicit reward

or other recognition was offered.

The experiment was presented
single occurrence.

the

In Siam,

to

those

taking part as a

the leadership role was de¬

to be perceived only as

an opportunity to mobil¬

ize group resources.
Although no means of reporting
was

constructed in advance,

perimenters who ran

the group

tendency on the part of
resources

soon noted by the ex¬

sessions

the high Machs

apart from assumption of

Thereafter,
in order

it was

such a phenomenon

the behavior of

the

to determine whether he

the

that there was

a

to mobilize group
leadership

role.

high Mach was observed
clearly mobilized group

resources.
It was also noted,
equal

reward condition

in a number of

the

in the

that the high Mach assumed respon¬

sibility for writing the group report.
at the center of

instances,

This placed him

communications net of his group and

thereby in a key position to mobilize group resources.

I
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Based on data derived from these
potheses concerning

leadership

observations,

emergence under

and differential reward conditions will be
Equal

a person different from the

re-examined.

the group report.

the equal reward condition,
designated group

Three of

the

group report writers were high Machs.
stances,
The

the equal

Reward Condition
In four instances under

wrote

the hy¬

high Machs

In

two other

based on data from Table

summarizes

leader designation

four non-leader
in¬

clearly mobilized group resources.

following calculation,

(following page)

leader

to

the data on the

5-1

shift from

that of key role player

as

the rel¬

evant variable.
High Machs designated as group leader
Less one high Mach who did not write
group report

4
1
3

Add

three instances where the non-leader
high Mach wrote the group report
3
Add two other instances where high Machs
clearly organized group resources
_2
Total
8
Under

on a formal or designated leader basis,

with four high Mach
leaders,
cance

and fourteen non high Mach

a binomial probability test

level

there was

leaders

of

.89.

This was

showed a signifi¬

interpreted

to mean that

an eleven percent probability that the distri¬

bution was different than

that postulated by the null

I
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Equal Reward Condition

Differential Reward Condition

Wrote
Mobilized
Group Leader Report Resource

Wrote
Mobilized
Group Leader Report Resources

LH
ML
HH
HH
ML
HH
LL
ML
ML
LH
LL
MH
LH
HL
LH
MH
ML
ML

E-l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Notes:

MH

HL
HL
HL
ML

HH

HH

-1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

HL
LH
HH
ML
ML/HH
HL
HH
ML
LH
HH
LL (1)
LH
LL
HH
HL
LL
ML
ML (2)
LH

HH
HL

HL
HH

HL
HH
HL

HL

First letter under heading indicates Machiavel¬
lian orientation of individual
H High; M Middle; L Low
Second letter indicates Task v.
orientation of individual
H High LPC (Socio-emotional)
L Low LPC
(Task)

Socio-emotional

(1)

Leadership disputed:

LL achieved the leadership
role on a vote by voting for
himself.
HH and LL were
equally active in mobilizing
group resources.

(2)

Leadership declined:

ML was designated leader by
the hign Mach who declined the
leadership role because he was
in the minority on the choice
of plant location in the case.
High Mach was the most active
but did not clearly mobilize
group resources.

Table

5-1.

Leadership styles of individuals occupy¬
ing the key role under equal and differ¬
ential reward conditions.
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hypothesis of equal probability.

Shifting to

player basis,

second preceding page,

as

specified on the

and again applying
shows a
Machs

a key role

the binomial exact probability

significance

level of

.21 based on eight high

seen as mobilizing group resources by playing the

key role

in their groups.

that there

is a

This

is interpreted to mean

seventy-nine percent probability

distribution is different
null hypothesis

than

that the

that postulated by the

associated with H^.

The difference

in the

two

tests of

support for a proclivity of high Machs
in their groups

in order to maximize

provides

their group's,

their own,

potential reward.

basis

testing

produces a result that is in

for

dicted direction,
leadership basis
few high Machs

to occupy the
dition.

availed

leadership

Apparently,

to take on the

it

role under

tie

and his

that the

coworkers

high Mach

"reads

ceived possibilities

the

alternative
the pre¬

the designated
could explain why
the opportunity

relevant for

them

the center of the group's
report writing role.

supported by
(Christie

and

the equal reward con¬

seemed just as

task of occupying

this is

This

themselves of

communication net which was the
Theoreticrlly,

The

which did not occur on
specified by H^.

some

to play a key role

therefore

so

test

the

findings of

and Geis,

1970,

p.

Chris¬
350)

situation in terms of per¬

and then proceeds

to act on

the
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basis of what action will

lead to what results."

Differential Reward Condition
A somewhat different

situation developed under the

differential reward condition.
eighteen groups,
leader wrote

the

In

seventeen out of

individual designated as

the group report.

Since

a direct payment,

that he was expected

to assume

eighteenth case

leader,
be

the

been

a high Mach,
secretary of

an

makeup of
For

central role.

individual designated as

the group.

This
to

the
to

individual had not

leader

thereby able

selection.

to control

the

the group report.
the differential reward condition,

the observa¬

technique of noting whether the high Mach clearly
resources.

In one of

the high Mach actually took over
the group report.
mobilized group

In another,

another to write
he could have
these

and finished writing

the

the

the group

case,

he

leader and

even though it seemed clear

leadership

role

immediate gaining of

reward obviously did not

to maximize

instances

the high Mach not only

to be

the report,

secured

cases,

these

resources with respect to the

appointed one group member

tional

apparent

appointed another group member

leader was

mobilized group

In

it was

the entire

active discussant prior

The high Mach

tional

the

the group

the designated

leader was receiving

In the

the

stimulate

his own immediate gain.

for himself.
the
the

$2

addi¬

high Mach
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Adding the
group resources

four
to

individuals who

the

clearly mobilized

seven who formally occupied

position and either wrote or directly controlled
writing of

the group report gives a

three more

than under

terpreting this

theory is only meaningful
that,

as

in a position

In¬

light of Machiavellian
the

seems to have been the

reward proved inadequate
who were

to

the

total of eleven,

the equal reward condition.

result in the

that

extent it can be
case,

to motivate

to do so

to

the
all

$2

accepted

additional

the high Machs

assume

leadership over

the group.
The possibility that the
set higher is

attested by the

the eighteen groups
undue difficulty
should occupy the
between

the

$2

reward could have been

fact that in only one of

in this reward condition was

in achieving group
role

high and

of

leader.

low Machs,

buted about equally to

agreement on who
This was a dispute

both of whom had contri¬

the group discussion.

was resolved by agreement among the members
matter to a vote.
self,

a behavior

The

there

The

issue

to put the

low Mach won by voting for him¬

seemingly more predictable of the high

Mach.
Mobilizing group resources

is not the

same phenom¬

ena as manipulating one's peer group members
maximize

individual rewards.

Machiavellian

in order
theorists,

to
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however,
basis

allege that the two phenomena have a common

in the propensity of the high Mach

to operate in

accordance with a rational or cognitive definition of
the situation.

What

is being added here

is

an operation¬

al criteria and data on the tendency of high Machs

to mo¬

bilize group resources by occupying or controlling the
center of

the group's

communication net as different

assuming the designated leadership position.
ferential reward condition,

(P=.01)

did occupy or

communication net.
NonHigh
Machs

High
Machs
Key role players

Table

dif¬

the above data indicated that

a significant number of high Machs
control the group's

In the

from

5-2.

11

7

High Mach and Non-high Mach key
role players in the differential
reward condition.
i

Discussion
Table

5-3 on the

following page

summarizes

the data

on the Machivellian orientation of individuals who were
motivated to play key roles
conditions.

in groups

For the differential

probability that eleven of

reward condition the

the eighteen high Mach members

could have become the key role players
of chance

factors

is

.013

under the two reward

through

(binomial test).

the operation

Adding the num-
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Mach

High

Equal
reward

Middle

Low

Total

8

7

3

18

Differential
reward

11

3

4

18

Total

19

10

7

Table

5-3.

Machiavellian orientation of individuals
who played key roles in groups under
conditions of equal and differential
reward.

I
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her of high Machs who became key role players
equal reward condition

to

in the

those who became key role

players in the differential reward condition gives
total of nineteen high Mach key role players.
sult has a probability of occurrence
tion of

chance

It is

factors of

also worth noting

indications of order in
the

.Oil

This re¬

through the opera¬

(binomial test).

in Table

5-3

that there

are

the Machiavellian orientation of

leaders in each reward condition and a quite clear

indication in the
suggests that a
potheses

sum of

the

two reward conditions.

somewhat different design for

and

Finally,

may have provided

it is of

tial
Table

reward condition

interest to note

5-4

testing hy¬

in the equal

that a larger
in the differen¬
reward condition.

tests this difference using a Fisher exact

probability
.126

than

This

support for them.

number of high Machs played a key role

of

a

test.

It

shows

that there

is

a probability

that the difference reported could have occurred

through chance.

This gives

ferent design for testing

some

indication

that a dif¬

might have produced

support

for this hypothesis.
Impact of ~7qual and Differential
Group Effectiveness
Already referred
expected observation

reward Conditions on

to has been the unpredicted and un¬
that groups participating

in equal

108

Key role players

high Mach

Equal

reward

Differential

reward

nonhigh Mach

8

10

11

7

P=.126

Table

5-4.

A Comparison of the Emergence of high
Mach and non-high Mach key role players
under Equal and Differential Reward
Conditions.
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reward condition groups produced
sults

significantly better re¬

than did groups participating in the differential

reward condition.

As

can be

group effectiveness of
nificantly higher
the differential

(P

seen in Table

.01)

than

reward groups.

to clarify

considered in the

this outcome.

reported in Chapter IV of

phere

to identify differences

ing relationships,

it can be

this

relaxed affair,

cupy the

The

the

leader

reward condition.

In

a rather

often with a free exchange between group

to who might best write
No

the

report and/or oc¬

tension between group

evident in this process.

selection process

condition,

in intragroup work¬

selection process was

leadership position.

members was

the Group Atmos¬

is the flexibility with which the groups

condition,

members as

But in spite of

The best empirical evi¬

organized their work in the equal
this

study

argued that an important

difference did actually exist.
dence of

sig¬

the results produced by

the failure
Scale

the mean

the equal reward groups was

Analysis of other variables
does not help

5-5,

other

than in

in the differential

the one

5-1 on page

101,

produced

little

agreement.

But it was clear

to

reward

instance noted in Table

An the way of formal dis¬
the experimenters

process did produce

tension among group members.

to the point,

the

after

leader was

selected,

that the
And more

there was

110

Equal

Mean Group Effectiveness

Mann Whitney U Test:
Z score

22.6

2.27

. 012

P

Table

14.4

Differential

5-5.

A Comparison of Mean Group Effective¬
ness of groups Under Equal and Differ¬
ential Reward Conditions.

I
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a clear tendency for
and look to the
was

the

same

manner

leader to run the

fact that in 17 of

selected as
the

the other group members

leader wrote

the

show.

18

sit back

Evidence of

cases the

There was not

the group resources

seemed most likely to produce

this

individual

the group report.

tendency to divide up

to

in a

the best group

re¬

sult.
In sum,

it

seemed

to the experimenters

mate within which the differential
was established by the
leader

and the

lected received immediate

writing

roles

the

sonal competition.

terpersonal

the

the

the

leader

reimbursement.

leader

se¬
The

and report

in a relaxed manner which suggested con¬

cern with getting

has argued

competition of

fact that

additional

equal reward groups divided up

cli¬

reward groups worked

interpersonal

selection process

that the

job done rather

The

than with interper¬

organization change

literature

strongly for problem centering rather than in¬
competition as

ing effective results.
the outcomes of

It

a necessary basis
seems reasonable

the present research tends

for
to

to

achiev¬

state

that

support

their arguments.
Group Atmosphere
It

and Group Effectiveness

seems useful

to

ask whether or not there was

relationship between Group Atmosphere

Scores

any

and Group

112

Effectiveness.
difference
the equal

We

have

already seen that there was no

in reported Group Atmosphere

and differential reward conditions

a distinct difference
in Tables

5-6

and

fectiveness.

5-7,

This

there

are

these

As

shown

some discernable dif¬
scores

and Group Ef¬

is particularly true where Group At¬

mosphere was reported as unfavorable.
to compare

in spite of

in group effectiveness.

ferences between Group Atmosphere

two

tables.

dichotomized at the median,
requires,

scores between

the difference

It is instructive

If Group Atmosphere
as Fiedler's model

in

is
theory

in effectiveness under the equal

reward condition completely washes out although there re¬
mains

a distinct reported difference

reward condition.
ternative

their

ther

than

leads to

the very reasonable

conclusion that what leaders were

Group Atmosphere
of

This

in the differential

is actually

an

satisfaction with the
the

bership.
phere

the

results of group work ra¬

mhus

judging group

judgements of
far no

as

after-the-fact evaluation

precondition for group effectiveness.

not rely on

reporting

atmosphere which had been perceived as

need for a means of

al¬

the

This points

to

a
the

atmosphere which does
task group's own mem¬

such means of

judging group

atmos¬

has been developed in research with Fiedler's model.
A further problem,

others who used

criticized in the research of

the Group Atmosphere

scale,

is the

failure

113

Reward
Equal

Differential

Group
Atmosphere
Favorable

14.2
P =

Unfavorable

14.7
P =

Note:

Table

.081

.106

20.0
P =

.305

27.0
P =

.005

"P" is probability that the value shown in
the cell would occur if it in fact came
from a population with a mean of 18.5, the
mean effectiveness of cell groups partici¬
pating in the study.

5-6.

Mean Group Effectiveness under conditions
of Favorable and Unfavorable Group Atmos¬
phere and Equal and Differential Reward.
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Group
Atmosphere

Reward Condition

Equal

Favorable

12.8
P =

Intermediate

.074

12.7
P =

Unfavorable

.068

18.0
P =

.433

Differential

Both

22.3

17.6

P =

.164

17.3
P =

.382

28.0
P =

15.0

23.0

.002

Note:

"P" is probability that the value shown in
the cell would occur if it in fact came from
a population with a mean of 18.5, the mean
effectiveness of cell groups participating
in the study.

Table

-7.

Mean Group Effectiveness under two
conditions of reward and three condi¬
tions of Group Atmosphere.
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of the
ing

scale

to provide

an index or breakpoint identify¬

a particular Group Atmosphere

score with favorable

or unfavorable group relationships.
theory calls
practice
come

for dichotomizing

ableness

to

5-8,

points of
scores

scale,

it is necessary to trichotomize

up with a group

Table

this

While

the
18

the

fell

atmosphere

leader.

of

36

top

scale

Table

5-8)

as

seen in

scores fell in the
and all but 3

conditions.
this

top

reported

scale

has been

study

Combining the

scores
two re¬

(right hand column

indicates this point is well taken.

although still noticeable

is very

satisfaction of

in
The re¬

and group effectiveness
slight.

in the research being reported on here,
the

10

20 points.

lation between group atmosphere

to measure

in favor¬

a caution against combining

across experimental
ward conditions of

it in order to

research,

Research reported on in which the
used has included

actually in

intermediate

this

reported

80 point

in the

In

the model in

the

Thus,

the

scale

at best,
seems

leader with group ef¬

forts within a particular experimental

condition.

Relationship between Group Effectiveness and Interper¬
sonal Style of Group Leaders
Interpretation of
will be

limited

to

the

the

results under

this

heading

relationships between group ef¬

fectiveness and the dimensions of Machiavellianism and

116

Group Atmosphere
Scores_

Number in
Category

Mean Group
Effectiveness

80-75

11

19.0

74-70

7

14.0

69-65

7

16.3

64-60

8

21.2

59-55

2

26.5

54-50

1

23.0

Table

5-8.

The Relationship of Group Atmosphere
Scores to Group Effectiveness Scores,
with Equal and Differential Reward
Conditions combined.
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interpersonal
of

style

(LPC).

the Group Atmosphere

Due

scale

to

the

apparent failure

to index what must be

con¬

sidered real differences in intragroup working relation¬
ships,

no further attempt will be made

ler's model.

To do

so would require

to utilize Fied¬

a usable

index of

group atmosphere.
The mix of Machiavellian orientation and interper¬
sonal

style of

individuals who

leadership will be
the

examined first.

task oriented middle Mach

more often than any other
middle Mach?
heart of
haps
of

for

type.

small numbers

seen in Table
the

Why a

leadership

5-9,
role

task oriented

high Machs were busy going to the
mobilizing group

middle Machs needed the

successful

As

assumed

a task oriented interpersonal

basis

is

Perhaps

the matter,

also,

actually assumed group

resources.

additional dimension

style

to

serve

leadership assumption.

involved,

Per¬

considerable

needed for what otherwise must be

as

a

Given the

additional

support

taken

tenuous

as

a

argument.
Some
basis

additional support for

for mobilization of group resources

consideration is given to
played key roles
5-10

task orientation as

in their groups.

shows a considerable

Mach and

the orientations

low LPC ends of

is
of

a

found when
those who

On this basis.

Table

shift toward both the high
the

scale,

with the most notable
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LPC
High

Mach

High

7

4

Middle

2

10

Low

8

5

P(X2=6.90)
df =
Table

Low

5-9.

=

.037

2

Machiavellian versus LPC orientation
of Individuals assuming the Leader¬
ship Role.

LPC
High

Mach

High

9

10

Middle

1

9

Low

4

3

P(X2=4.66)
df =
Table

Low

5-10.

=

.10

2

Machiavellian versus LPC orientation
of Individuals Who Played Key Roles.
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shift occurring towards individuals combining these di¬
mensions.

As indicated in Table 5-11, high and middle

Mach-low LPC's played key roles in their groups with a
much greater frequency

(P=.01)

the population would suggest.

than their proportion of
Thus,

support is lent to

the thesis that task orientation is the most relevant
variable we must consider.

Parenthetically,

it is worth

noting that the shift toward task oriented middle and
high Machs as key role players was primarily at the ex¬
pense of chosen leaders who were low Machs.
ently,

Here,

appar¬

even a task orientation was insufficient to over¬

come the claims of the more highly oriented Machiavel¬
lians who were more inclined toward getting results than
encountering with others.

high Mach-low LPC
middle Mach-low LPC
Total combined

Table 5-11.

Key Role
Players

Total
Groups

10
9
19

36
36
36

Binomial
Test
.052
.110

.011

Probability of high and middle
Mach - low LPC individuals occupy¬
ing key roles.

The most interesting aspect of the shift
5-12 and 5-13 following)

(see Tables

toward task oriented individuals

in key roles was the impact this had on group effective¬
ness,

especially among task oriented high Machs.

Where

task oriented middle Machs tended to operate as formal

I
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group leaders,

if at all,' no less than 6 additional task

oriented high Machs assumed key roles in their groups.
And with these contributions included,

groups in which

task oriented high Machs occupied key roles performed
more effectively

(P=.05)

than the average of all groups.

No doubt the Machiavellian orientation of these individ¬
uals was important in enabling them to assume a key role
in their groups.

But socio-emotionally oriented high

Machs frequently played key roles in their groups also.
For them, we are forced to conclude that occupancy of
the key role was dysfunctional to their groups.

The in¬

formation in Table 5-14 on the effectiveness of task v.
socio-emotional oriented key role players seems conclu¬
sive on this point.
Machiavellianism and Dominance
A situation similar to the correlation between Mach
and dominance among high Mach leaders was also found for
key role players.
a correlation of

It will be remembered that there was
.68 between Mach and dominance for 10

of the 11 high Mach leaders.

The correlation between

dominance and Mach among those assuming key roles in
their groups was
volved,

.10.

But 3 of the 18 individuals in¬

including the high Mach, low dominance man des-

cribed in Chapter IV accounted for over 50% of the d
For the other 15 groups,

the correlation was

.51.

2

.
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Number

Mann-Whitney

Mach/LPC

in

Category

Category

ML

10

15.4

+1.10

.136

LH

8

16.3

+

.70

.242

HL

4

17.5

+

.20

.421

HH

7

22.7

-1.20

.115

LL

5

24.6

-1.40

.078

MH

2
36

Table

5-12.

Mean Group

U Test

Effectiveness

Z

*

Score

p=

*

Relative Effectiveness of Groups
segregated by Mach and LPC Scores
of Leaders.

*Not calculated for categories
less than three groups.

containing

*
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Number

Mann-Whitney

Mach/LPC

in

Category

Category

HL

10

13.9

+1.63

.052

ML

9

16.7

+

.59

.278

LH

4

20.8

-

.45

.326

HH

9

23.0

-1.50

.067

LL

3

28.3

-1.67

.048

MH

1
36

Table

5-13.

Mean Group

U Test

Effectiveness

Z

*

Score

P=

*

Relative Effectiveness of Groups
segregated by Mach and LPC Scores
of Key Role Players.

*Not calculated for categories
than three groups.

containing less

*

Number
in
Category

Mann-Whitney
Mean Group
Effectiveness

U Test
Z Score

P=

.142

Low LPC
Leaders

19

18.2

+

.013

.448

High LPC
Leaders

17

18.8

-

.016

.436

High LPC
in Key Roles

14

20.9

Table

5-14.

•

+1.07

o

17.0

I

22

I—1

Low LPC
in Key Roles

Relative Effectiveness of Groups
comparing High and Low LPC Leaders
and Key Role Players.

.142
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The apparent greater ability of the differential re¬
ward condition to stimulate

those highest on dominance to

assume group leadership,

found in Chapter IV,

correlations

as

and the

developed between Mach and dominance

those assuming the

leadership and/or key roles,

for

leads

logically to the question of whether the use of both
scores would improve
assumption.

the predictability of

To test this possibility,

leadership

hypotheses

from

the first set relating Machiavellianism to leadership
assumption

for the two

the

set relating dominance to

fourth

reward conditions

combined into the proposition

and those

from

leadership can be

that individuals high on

either Mach or dominance or both will most likely assume
the

leadership role.

sition is

The null

that no such significant relationship exists.

Of the

18

individuals

assuming the leadership role

in the equal reward condition,
groups

associated with this propo¬

on one or both of the

cant outcome.

7

scored highest in their

inventories,

not a signifi¬

Given that one-third of the

will be high on one inventory or the other,
tion would result in
scales,

4

a total of
of the

18

10.

selec¬
the

and that 2 would be high on both,

For the differential reward condition,

individuals

is only a

chance

leaders being high on one of

on the other,

high on one of
There

4

individuals

the

assuming the

leadership role were

inventories or the other or both.

.038 probability

(binomial

test)

that

14
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such an outcome occurred through
there

is

chance

selection.

Thus

strong support for the proposition that percep¬

tion of a potential differential reward will motivate
individual

scoring high on one or both of the scales

assume

leadership role.

the

with the

finding that

This

result is

an
to

in keeping

the Mach and dominance

scales

are

measuring overlapping predispositions.
It is worth noting here
high on one or both of the
between task v.
11 high LPC's

that

lows.

21

scales were

socio-emotional

and 10

the

leaders

scoring

evenly divided

leadership styles,

Nor was

ference between these distributions

there

with

a notable dif¬

in the two reward

conditions.
Other Correlations
The possibility that various measures of

interper¬

sonal style might correlate significantly with each other
is one that has

prompted much research.

For this

study,

the intercorrelations between the various

inventories

used are tabulated in the

in order to

following

table

investigate possible significant shifts between the two
reward conditions.
for the

. 4R

No ready explanation can be offered

shift in the LPC-dominance

tween the two

reward conditions.

a rather low negative
lation,

correlation be¬

Since this

shift

correlation to a low positive

it seems unlikely without further evidence

additional

is

investigation

is warranted in this

from

corre¬
that

study.

Nor
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do any of the other correlations seem of a magnitude
warranting further investigation here.

Reward Conditions
Leader Scores on:
Equal

Mach v.

LPC

LPC v.

Dominance

Table 5-15.

-.06

.22

CN
O
•

Dominance

.04

-.16

.32

1

Mach v.

Differential

Correlations between the variables
of interpersonal style for group
leaders under the equal and differ¬
ential reward conditions of the
study.

Overview
In this chapter the findings of the present research
were analyzed and interpreted.

An attempt was made to

utilize observer data to re-examine a number of the hy¬
potheses of the research.

It was apparent to the experi¬

menters that a number of high Machs tended to play a key
role in mobilizing group resources whether or not they
sought the formal leadership role.

Combining data gen¬

erated from experimenter observations with the results
found in Chapter IV made it possible to show that a some¬
what different design may have produced support for a
number of hypotheses of the present research.

Support
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for these hypotheses was

not found based on data gener¬

ated from the design specified in the experiment.
particular

interest,

the

analyses

Of

indicated that a some¬

what different design may have produced data supporting
the hypothesized relationship between Machiavellianism
and leadership emergence

in competitive-cooperative prob¬

lem solving task groups.
Several

unexpected but interesting findings were

developed by the

analyses

cluded

reward groups produced more effective

results

(1)

equal

than differential

in this

chapter.

reward groups

These

and

(2)

in¬

groups

led by task oriented high and middle Machs produced
superior group reports.
findings of this
be

The

implication of the major

research and the

discussed in the

final chapter.

lessons

learned will

CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI4MENDATIONS

In summarizing
taken here,

the results of

an attempt will be made

the research under¬
to describe new re¬

lationships which have been uncovered,

the problem

areas which were encountered in carrying out the re¬
search design
which are
The

and the

implications of

important for future

the

lessons

research.

area of research interest was in unstructured

task groups.

These groups are often composed of

ization peers

appointed

develop new policies.
the purpose of

the

to

solve

study was

to

hypothe¬

conditions of reward

under which such task group effort takes place
leadership

style

leadership

and effectiveness of those who

role.

The

asked to

achieve

and differential reward

a short written case

and reach agree¬

ment on which of two possible plant sites

justifying

the

in which groups of three members each were

analyze

recommend.

and

research design called for a

laboratory experiment with equal
conditions

to

these groups,

to investigate
the

organ¬

specific problems or

With reference

sized relationships between

the

learned

Each group developed a
their decision.

rated by independent

they would

short written report

Group effectiveness was

judges based on the written reports.
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This research used as its major variables:
agreement with Machiavellian precepts
Fiedler's model of

leadership

cludes measures, of

the

(LPC),

group

tioned above,
or dominance

effectiveness,

leader's

atmosphere,

task

structure,
and

inventoried by the Do

ifornia Psychological

(2)
which in¬

interpersonal

group effectiveness;
as

(Mach);

and

(3)

(1)

style
as men¬

ascendance

scale of the Cal¬

Inventory.

Summary of Findings
There were
First,
sults

three

findings of particular

equal reward groups produced more
(P=.01)

than did differential

study.

In

ses

that were

fact,
set up

effective

re¬

reward groups.

This was not anticipated by any of the
the

interest.

hypotheses of

a logical extension of

the hypothe¬

to test changes under the

two re¬

ward conditions would have been to predict that more
effective

results would be produced by the differential

reward groups.
1968)

Based on prior research

(Geis,

APA,

it was hypothesized that high Machs would produce

more effective results
differential
assume

and that in anticipation of

reward measurably more

a

high Machs would

lsadership over groups in Jhe differential re¬

ward condition.
reward groups

Thus,

it

should follow,

should produce

differential

the more effective results.

The unexpected result of more effective performance
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by the equal reward group was made possible,
least,

because

in part at

the research design did not anticipate

the equal reward condition group members would
the

report writing

perimental

from the

leadership

sessions group members

role.

In

might perform each most effectively.

the
were

the

to who

Not much seemed

selection process or upon occupancy of

leadership role even though high Machs
able

the ex¬

allocated these roles

among themselves based on group agreement as

to rest on

separate

to control

the

frequently

communication net of their

groups either by occupying the report writing role
selves or by controlling
all,

the

laxed,

cooperative

leader wrote

nounced

tendency

look

the

The greater

reward condition,

tension over the
the group report,

to produce

success

of

some unanticipated

in the organization change

and there was a pro¬
to

in which there

sit back and

results.

that actually developed,
support for

arguments made

literature predicting

or performance by problem centering groups
with groups

there was

the equal reward groups,

given the work relationships
provides

a re¬

selection process,

for other group members

leader

All in

affair.

the differential

considerably more

to

individual who did.

selection process and group effort was

Under

the

the

them¬

is

superi¬

compared

interpersonal competition
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among group members.
The second finding of particular

interest was

that

task oriented high and middle Machs most frequently
(p=.01)

played the key role

player is

defined on page

in their groups,

98)

and groups

(a key role

in which

they

played the key role produced more effective results
did groups

spearheaded by any other combination of

ership styles.

In fact,

as

can be

of the six possible combinations
LPC these two combinations
above

to

in Table

lead¬

5-13,

of Machiavellianism and

accounted for all of the

average group effectiveness
A clue

seen

than

scores.

interpreting this outcome is

provided by the effectiveness

scores

the contrast

of groups

in which

socio-emotionally oriented high Machs played key roles,
the only other

combination of interpersonal

styles

hibited by key role players with a relatively high
quency
were

(p=.ll).

almost as

p=.07)

Effectiveness

as were the scores of groups

Thus,

(Z=1.5,

spearheaded by

above the population mean

it can be

task

(Z=1.6,

argued that a socio-emotional

orientation on the part of the key role player was
tually dysfunctional

fre¬

these groups

far below the population mean

oriented high Machs
p=.05).

scores of

ex¬

for his

group,

ac¬

while a task orien¬

tation on the part of the key role player contributed
to group effectiveness.

Graphic evidence of this

can be
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seen in Table
In sum,

5-14.
the

findings in this area seem to indicate

that the Machiavellian orientation of
functional

for

assuming a key role but that a task ori¬

entation was required in order
effective group results.
these

to

absence of

and

style contributed to
almost com¬

leaders.

While both

socio-emotionally oriented high Machs assumed

seems to have been the

same degree

of

frequency,

task orientation of the middle

Machs which facilitated their ability to assume
role

into

socio-emotional oriented middle Machs

the key role with about the
it

this

interaction between

is hinted at by the

among key role players or group
task

translate

That some

two facets of interpersonal

acquiring the key role
plete

an individual was

to the

almost

total exclusion of

this

the high LPC mid¬

dle Machs.
The

third finding of

interest was

the

support for

the hypothesized correlation between Machiavellianism
and dominance
tion.

Due

among

to the

Machs assuming

the

those

smaller

assuming

the

leadership posi¬

than expected number of high

leadership role,

hypothesis was affected by one
among

the

the

aberrant

test of this
score.

10 remaining high Mach leaders,
significant ak the

of

.68 was

.015

15

high Machs assuming key roles,

But

a correlation

level.
excepting

Also,
3

among

aberrant
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observations
tion of

including the one noted above,

.51 was observed,

To this extent,
scales

it seems

significant at the

level.

inventoried overlapping predispositions among
leaders.

Mach

such correlations appeared

leaders no
Even

In contrast,

and assumption of

there was

a considerable

the

shown

high Do

reward

condition and 9 doing
This

ing both Mach and Do

in favor of

However,

the

latter,

so in the differential re¬

led to
scores

an investigation into us¬
to predict

two reward conditions.

the

to exist between Do

leaders assuming this role in the equal

ward condition.

in the

no

shift between the equal and

with 4

one or the

(r=-.18).

leadership role.

differential reward conditions

that 7 of

for non-high

though a relationship was hypothesized,

overall relationship could be

tion

.02

that the Mach and dominance

high Mach group

scores

a correla¬

18

leaders

other or both

condition and that 14 of

leadership

Here

assump¬

it was found

scored high for their group on
scales

in

the

(P=.04)

18

the equal

reward

leaders did so

in the differential reward condition.
These
dence
sponse

two findings taken

together provide

some evi¬

that individuals high on bo’h Mach and Do,
to

an anticipated differential reward,

will tend

to be motivated toward and able

to

leadership roles

is not suggested

in groups.

It

in re¬

succeed in assuming
that
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the Mach and Do
positions

but,

orientation
manner

scales are
rather,

inventorying the same predis¬

complementory dispositions.

toward utilizing others

(Mach)

others perhaps

and ascendance

(Do)

in an

An

instrumental

in interacting with

are both prerequisites for leadership

assumption in a competitive-cooperative group

situation.

Problem Areas
As might be expected in any research undertaking,
several problem areas

arose which were not anticipated

in the design of the experiment.

In the present study

two problem areas prevented an adequate
jor

hypotheses of

the

study.

These were group

and the reward conditions of
Group Climate.

the

atmosphere,

condition groups,

These differences were

the

two

clearly re¬

the equal reward

independent variables

situational parameters of

leader position power,
focus of

which

as discussed in Chapter V.

In Fiedler's model,

the

scale,

did not distinguish

flected in the greater effectiveness of

Since

climate

in working relationships between the

reward conditions.

the

the ma¬

study.

The Group Atmosphere

was used to index group
differences

test of

task

the model.

These

are

are

structure and group climate.

the research was on previously un¬

structured problem solving groups,

Octants IV and VIII

of

specify weak leader

the model were relevant.

These
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position power and unstructured

tasks,

favorable

(Octant IV)

or unfavorable

climate.

It was the objective of

and either a

(Octant VIII)

this

study to hold the

• two common variables constant and to manipulate
third,

group climate,

by varying

under which the groups worked.
expected that
duce

the equal

a favorable group

situation,
(2)

(1)

favoring

the
If

group

the

reward conditions

successful,

it was

reward condition would pro¬

climate

and thus

selection of

an Octant IV

a high LPC leader;

and

the differential reward condition would produce

petition

and tension among group members

an unfavorable group
favoring
It

selection of

climate,
a

and

an Octant VIII

low LPC

com¬

therefore,
situation

leader.

should be pointed out that the dependent vari¬

able used in building and validating Fiedler's model
was not leader
scores

selection but the

and leadership effectiveness.

The objective of
cation of
sis

correlation between LPC

the present

orientation

(high or

mate would mediate
Since

study was

the model by seeking

that peer perception of

support for

appropriate

the hypothe¬

to group

cli¬

selection.

there was a clear difference

relationships between the

to extend appli¬

a socio-emotional or task

low LPC)

leader

(See Appendix X)

in group working

two reward conditions,

measurable difference in group

atmosphere

scores,

but no
we

are
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left with the
(1)

task of attempting to determine whether

the reward condition failed

mate,

(2)

the group

atmosphere

scale

change which did occur in group
tors not associated with group
The evidence

climate,

or

the

contention

fac¬

at work.

is slight.

to decide who would be

However,

if

leadership position

the

there

is

that changes

suffi¬

It generally

leader and there

was one instance of protracted bargaining
vote.

(3)

climate were

ciently to affect group climate
longer

failed to index a

that the differential reward condition

increased competition for

took

to manipulate group cli¬

little evidence

followed by a
to

support the

in group climate were

induced

which could be measured by use of the Group Atmosphere
scale.
If
ence

such is

the

case,

in group effectiveness between the

ditions be explained?
were

then how can the

at work.

It is possible

The equal

there was

siderable

a close

that other

in group

in the communication nets of

As was discussed in Chapter V,
dition

two reward con¬

in

the

be placed at the

structure

two groups.

the equal

reward con¬

cooperative effort with con¬

three-way discussion generated.

ential reward condition,

factors

and differential reward condi¬

tions may have produced differences
and thus,

clear differ¬

the

In

selected leader

center of the

the differ¬
tended to

communication net by the

I
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other members.

They

seemed

to

sit back and wait to be

asked for

suggestions or comments.

no actual

change

in group

climate

relationships and therefore
the groups would account
tiveness
If
can be

of

the

the

in the

for

in group

change

in role

communication net of

the difference

in effec¬

structure did occur,

then it

that the differential reward groups

be placed in Octant III

of Fiedler's model.

specifies

an unstructured task,

power and

a favorable group climate.

evaluating

this possibility

atmosphere

scale

is

strong

lack a positive

from unfavorable group

tants

and IV specify good

Octant III

leader position
A difficulty

in

cutting point,
atmosphere.

dividing

Both Oc¬

leader-member relations.

But scores on

the

of

must be divided at the median with groups

the model,

scoring in the
pair under
lations

and

fying poor
search,
seemed

top

scale,

should

that scores on the group

favorable
III

perhaps with

two groups.

a change
argued

Thus,

half allocated

study which
those

to meet the

in

the cell of

the

specifies good leader-member re¬

the bottom half

leader-member relations.

as depicted in Table
too

to

formal requirements

4-9,

crowded toward the

the

top of

to

the cell

speci¬

In

the present re¬

scores obtained
the

scale

to jus¬

tify a division at the median.
However,

it might be of

interest to consider

correlations between LPC and group effectiveness

the
in the
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present research on an Octant III
IV and VIII

basis

question of

the efficacy of

the group

assume

III

light this might throw on the
the

the

ered favorable.

the

scale,

for

it is necessary
scores were

all can be

consid¬

With differential reward outcomes

the

and equal reward outcomes

allo¬

allocated

correlation between LPC and group ef¬

fectiveness would be
Octant IV.

a pair,

all group atmosphere

top of

cated to Octant III
to Octant IV,

attempt to manipulate

To establish a basis

and IV as

that since

crowded toward

tion

the

climate variable.

testing Octants
to

for

and IV and an Octant

-.10

for Octant III

and -.12

The model would predict a negative

for Octant III,

as

indicated,

relation

for Octant IV.

Neither

however,

approach significance.

for

correla¬

but a positive

of

these

(For

cor¬

correlations,

18 groups

and a

one-tailed

test—direction predicted--a correlation

above

or

-.40

level.)

If

the

based on group
top half

.40 would be
36

required to reach the

groups were divided at the median,

atmosphere

scores,

(favorable dimension)

tant IV and

.05

the groups

then

would be

the groups

assigned to Oc¬

in the bottom half

(unfavorable

dimension)

would be

basis,

correlation between LPC and group effective¬

the

ness was -.02
In effect,

assigned

in the

to Octant VIII.

for Octant IV and -.15

taking

this

On

this

for Octant VIII.

tack represented an attempt

to

f
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"back-in"

to a determination whether unmeasured differ¬

ences in group atmosphere were present.

Had substantial

correlations appeared in either pair of octants,

to this

extent there would be some evidence that differences in
group atmosphere were involved.

However, no such con¬

clusion seems warranted based on the correlations found.
The problem encountered with group climate may be
peculiar to the design employed or perhaps the difficul¬
ty lay in a disinclination of undergraduates to judge
peers, with whom they had just interacted, over a suffi¬
ciently wide range.

As pointed out above and in the

discussion in Chapter IV

(see Table 4-9), most scores

were in the top 20 points of the 80 point range of the
scale.

No such reluctance was demonstrated in advance

of the experimental sessions when filling out the simi¬
lar LPC scale, which inventoried attitudes toward non¬
present coworkers with whom the individual had inter¬
acted

(in fantasy or in actuality)

on the LPC scale ranged from 16,

in the past.

a perfect low,

Scores
to 108

on the 128 point scale with the mean of all scores close
to the midpoint of the scale.

The mean of all scores

on the Group Atmosphere scale was 66.5 on the 80 point
scale.
Looking to the future,

it seems likely that a posi¬

tive index of group climate rather than a scale relative
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to the group's own median,
tory experiments,
hold promise.

seems essential.

For labora¬

Interaction Process Analysis might

This would make possible judging group

climate independent of both participants and experimen¬
ters although such an approach likely would require the
complication of pretesting for each experiment and the
training of observers.
Reward Structure.

The other major problem area in

this research was the failure of the experimental design
to provide a set of conditions in which a larger number
of high Machs would be motivated to assume group leader¬
ship.

The design,

in the first instance,

did not antici¬

pate that in the equal reward condition high Machs would
not be motivated to occupy the leadership position as
often as expected for the purpose of mobilizing group
resources.

The Geis study

(APA,

perimental conditions there,

1968)

showed for the ex¬

that the highest Mach in

the group would assume group leadership under conditions
of equal reward after a discussion period but before ac¬
tual group work was undertaken.

There, however,

ternative role of formal report writing,

the al¬

separable from

the leadership position, placing the occupant at the
center of the group's communication net, was not avail¬
able .
For the differential reward condition,

it is possi-
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ble that the opportunity to gain the two dollar immedi¬
ate reward was inadequate.

As discussed in Chapter V,

observations of the experimental sessions indicated
that some high Machs who could have occupied the leader¬
ship role failed to take advantage of the opportunity
to do so.

An alternative approach which called for of¬

fering all group members,

including the leader,

a two

dollar reward if group performance was judged superior
and,

in addition,

a two dollar immediate reward to the

leader was discarded for fear that undue difficulty in
leader selection would result.

Competition for too

large a relative reward differential,

it was feared,

might override peer perceptions of potential task effec¬
tiveness and differences in leadership style as varia¬
bles in leader selection.

However,

ted by results of the research.

this was contradic¬

The experimental out¬

comes clearly indicated the differential was too small.
In view of the failure to find support for the hy¬
potheses of

the study which were concerned with leader¬

ship emergence and leadership effectiveness,

a re-evalu¬

ation of the reward structure is warranted for the les¬
sons which might be learned for future research in this
area.

These lessons will be delineated in the paragraph

which follow.
Three design variables were available for establish
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ing

the reward

dition.

structure

One was

the

in the differential reward con¬

amount of dollars

offered.

ond was the differential offered to the
was

successful

was

the

ment of
ance.

in assuming

the

contingency factor,

degree of

leadership role.

to provide what

leadership

effectiveness,

seemed to be balanced

style

perception of

and potential

to

the

rest of

the group,

tingent on superior group performance,

based on
the

selected.

This

choice of reward condition was

role

and reinforced by

motivate

the

leader who accepted the

lead the group as

it is possible
reward

leadership role

size of the dollar amounts
in the differential

structure

mobilize group
ship role.

If,

to assume group

leader,

in¬

reward condi¬

high Mach

leadership

resources effectively once
as

to

selected may have oper¬

confound the expectations that the

would be motivated

sufficient to

effectively as possible.

In addition to the

that the

to

the role expecta¬

the other group members would be

ated to

con¬

was the reward

tions of

tion

leader

the view that the role expectations attached

leadership

volved,

an

leadership

a certain two dollar reward to the

and two dollar rewards

structure

Third

superior group perform¬

interaction between reward,

appropriate

individual who

that is whether or not pay¬

the reward depended on
In order

A sec¬

and to

in the

the high Mach was

leader¬

successful
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in mobilizing group
ceived was no

role

se was

a

as he was capable of

In

The reward,
the

confident that he

would represent

to the

degree

could operate within

dollar reward amounts,

the group

of assuming

this

to the

the

leadership

role

to do so.

small difference

two

the dis¬

assumed the

In other words,

a relatively

in perceived value between a two dollar

bined with a degree

contingent reward,

of confidence

report could likely be

from within

leader¬

subjects of the

could have

reward and a two dollar

inclination on

to pro¬

would be

could account for

inclination of high Machs who

formal

a high Mach was

Taken in conjunction with the

lower than anticipated value

actual

"winning".

in order to gain a certain reward,

correspondingly reduced.

the

to play as effective a

a superior report the value

ship role

if gaining a

in producing a superior group

thus,

alternative,

Thus,

factor in motivating the high

he would not be motivated

report.

duce

then the reward he re¬

longer differential.

larger reward per
Mach,

resources,

turned out,

the part of

some

the group rather

that a superior group
may have

high Machs

than

com¬

led to an
to operate

attempting

to assume

leadership position.

It seems
this research,

likely,

based on

the experience gained in

that an increased reward to

should have been provided,

but within the

the

leader

framework of
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a higher overall reward to all participants.
the analysis above,

Based on

it would seem that the integrity of

the reward structure as a motivational device would be
better maintained if higher dollar rewards for leaders,
as well as followers, were made contingent on superior
group performance.

This would provide a greater incen¬

tive to the high Mach to attempt to assume the leadership
role and a clear motivation for the leader's effort to
secure superior group performance.

In such a design,

it

would seem necessary to provide for a greater likelihood
that group performance would be judged superior than was
the case in the present research.

The motivational force

of the reward amount can be expected to be offset by the
likelihood of obtaining it.

Rewarding groups whose re¬

ports were judged to be in the top half rather than the
top one-sixth would seem to meet this criteria.
Finally,

it might be suggested that the Mach is pri¬

marily motivated by opportunities to manipulate others
in accordance with his own wishes.

If so, working for

or winning a cash reward may not meet this criteria.

Re¬

search on the Mach construct does not support this con¬
tention,

however.

Whore money wat. made the stake in a

Prisoner's Dilemma type game it was found "that the high
Mach behaved less competitively when the stakes were
changed from points to pennies and even less so when the
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ante was

raised to dollars...(suggesting)

are more

rational game players."

mize

high Machs

They played to maxi¬

their winnings even though this meant allowing

opposing player
fact,

it was

to win an equally

found that

much less exploitative
(p<.01)."

(Christie

large

amount.

the

In

"high Mach dollar players were
than

low Mach dollar players

and Geis,

1970,

p.

184)

Experienced gained working with subjects who took
part in the experiment indicates
amount feature of

the

tested on groups of
to take part in

reward structure

subjects

should be pre¬

similar to

those

the actual research project.

the present research experience,
is

that the actual dollar

it appears

Based on
that-there

a critical balance between the dollar amounts

and the motivational elements involved in
emergence
the

scheduled

in a

laboratory

ability of

setting.

a laboratory

major hypotheses presented

Therefore,

study,

necessary not only to pretest the dollar
reward structure but also,
volved,
in the

the presence
leader

or

leadership
to test

setting to evaluate
in this

offered

the

it would seem
amounts

of

the

given the reward amount in¬

absence of LPC and Mach variables

selection process.

Recommendations
Some of
be of value

the
for

findings
future

and lessons

research in the

learned here may
leadership area.
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Perhaps

the most fruitful

gested by the

results of

area for future research sug¬
this

study is that further re¬

search into group effectiveness under equal
ential

reward conditions might develop

ments advocating

stated,

ization change

support for

these

competition in group work.

arguments abound in the organ¬

literature.

Operationalizable hypothe¬

ses covering a variety of opportunities
under

conditions of equal

developed and tested.
a variety of

argu¬

the greater effectiveness of problem

centering over interpersonal
As already

and differ¬

task

for interaction

and differential

Machiavellianism,

situations

ership Effectiveness model

reward can be

ascendance

and

as provided for by the Lead¬

are

all relevant for such re¬

search.
A second

area of potential

ward predicting
role player,

the emergence

veloped after

the

fact in

terms.

Machs who rained the

formal

this

groups

that group.

stratified as

in

study,

role,

is quite weak

in

that high

where no key role

actually mobilized re¬

To resolve
this

even

concept as de¬

It was necessary to assume
leadership

a key

leadership role,

The key role

player was clearly identified,
for

to¬

and effectiveness of

the

suggests further research.

sources

directed

who acts to mobilize group resources

though he does not assume

operational

interest,

study,

this,

research with

but under experimental
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conditions permitting

application of

from an observor model
alysis,

such as

techniques derived

Interaction Process An¬

would seem to hold considerable potential.

Caution,

however,

is

advocated in using either

LPC or Mach inventories without closely
search design
tive

into

creators.

the re¬

the models developed by their respec¬

To fail in

this

is

gaining measurable outcomes which
uational

tying

the

to

run

the risk of

lack referants

and personality variables

to

sit¬

associated with prior

research.
This

study

failed

to relate perception of potential

leadership effectiveness with leader
area seems worthy of
writer's view,
refinement of
of

further

research.

But,

This

in

this

any such effort must await a considerable
the

scales

identifying

the various

octants

the effectiveness model.
With this

in mind,

point which reinforces

it is worth making a
that made

utilizing Fiedler's model.
et.

selection.

al.,

1970,

coworkers
seems

p.

294).

(Mitchell,

have been developing over

in particular,

semantic differential

1970,

p.

93;

Graen

the past 20 years

for measuring

situational characteristics of
scale

recent studies

The model which Fiedler and his

to hold high promise

The LPC

in several

specific

some

important

leadership effectiveness.

given

the wide range of

in individual responses,

seemingly

I
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must be measuring

a variable

highly relevant to effec¬

tive

Therefore,

utilizing

leadership.

basis

for research relating

(and perhaps

leadership

assumption)

to the situational

in leadership research.
now,

together with such

factors as Machiavellianism and ascendance,

hold considerable promise

a

leadership effectiveness

variables provided for in the model,
other

the model as

for

should

improving predictability

It would seem most important

especially in light of

the

considerable body of

research the effectiveness model has been generating of
late,

to apply ourselves

essential,
of

the

to

the

less

spectacular,

task of developing more meaningful

situational determinants of

the model.

but

indices
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Mach V Inventory
You will find 20 groups of statements listed below.
Each group is composed of three statements.
Each state¬
ment refers to a way of thinking about people or things
in general.
They reflect opinions and not matters of
fact — there are no "right" or "wrong" answers and dif¬
ferent people have been found to agree with different
statements.
Please read each of the three statements in each
group.
Then decide first which of the statements is
most true or comes the closest to describing your own
beliefs.
Circle a plus (+) in the space provided on the
answer sheet.
Just decide which of the remaining two statements
is most false or is the farthest from your own beliefs.
Circle the minus (-) in the space provided on the answer
sheet.
Here

is an example:
Most
True

A.
B.
C.

It is easy to persuade people but hard
to keep them persuaded.
Theories that run counter to common
se-nse are a waste of time.
It is only common sense to go along
with what other people are doing and
not be too different.

In this case, statement
lieve in most strongly and A
are not as characteristic of
would be the one you believe
least characteristic of your

Most
False

+
©

+

©

B would be the one you be¬
and C would be ones that
your opinion.
Statement C
in least strongly and is
beliefs.

You will find some of the choices easy to make;
others will be quite difficult.
Do not fail to make a
choice no matter how hard it may be.
You will mark two
statements in each group of three — the one that comes
the closest to your own beliefs with a + and the one
farthest from your beliefs with a -.
The remaining
statement should be left unmarked.

Do not omit any groups of statements.
1.

A.
B.

It takes more imagination to be a successful
criminal than a successful businessman.
The phrase, "the road to hell is paved with good
intentions" contains a lot of truth.
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2.

c.

Most men forget more easily the death of
father than the loss of their property.

A.

Men are more concerned with the car they drive
than with the clothes their wives wear.
It is very important that imagination and crea¬
tivity in children be cultivated.
People suffering from incurable diseases should
have the choice of being put painlessly to
death.

B.

C.

3.

A.
B.

C.

4.

A.
B.

C.

5.

A.
B.

C.

6.

A.
B.

C.

7.

A.
B.

C.

their

Never tell anyone the real reason you did some¬
thing unless it is useful to do so.
The well-being of the individual is the goal
that should be worked for before anything else.
Once a truly intelligent person makes up his
mind about the answer to a problem he rarely
continues to think about it.
People are getting so lazy and self-indulgent
that it is bad for our country.
The best way to handle people is to tell them
what they want to hear.
It would be a good thing if people were kinder
to others less fortunate than themselves.
Most people are basically good and kind.
The best criteria for a wife or husband is com¬
patibility -- other characteristics are nice
but not essential.
Only after a man has gotten what he wants from
life should he concern himself with the injus¬
tices in the world.
Most people who get ahead in the world lead
clean, moral lives.
Any man worth his salt shouldn't be blamed for
putting his career above his family.
People would be better off if they were con¬
cerned less with how to do things and more with
what to do.
A good teacher is one who points out unanswered
questions rather than gives explicit answers.
When you ask someone to do something for you,
it is best to give the real reasons for wanting
it rather than giving reasons which might carry
more weight.
A person's job is the best single guide as to
the sort of person he is.
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8.

A.

B.
C.

9.

A.

B.
C.

10.

A.

B.

C.

11.

A.
B.

C.

12.

A.
B.
C.

13.

A.
B.
C.

14.

A.
B.

The construction of such monumental works as the
Egyptian pyramids was worth the enslavement of
the workers who built them.
Once a way of handling problems has been worked
out it is best to stick to it.
One should take action only when sure that it is
morally right.
The world would be a much better place to live
in if people would let the future take care of
itself and concern themselves only with enjoying
the present.
It is wise to flatter important people.
Once a decision has been made, it is best to
keep changing it as new circumstances arise.
It is a good policy to act as if you are doing
the things you do because you have no other
choice
The biggest difference between most criminals
and other people is that criminals are stupid
enough to get caught.
Even the most hardened and vicious criminal has
a spark of decency somewhere within him.
All in all, it is better to be humble and honest
than to be important and dishonest.
A man who is able and willing to work hard has
a good chance of succeeding in whatever he wants
to do.
If a thing does not help us in our daily lives,
it isn't very important.
A person shouldn't be punished for breaking a
law which he thinks is unreasonable.
Too many criminals are not punished for their
crime.
There is no excuse for lying to someone else.
Generally speaking, men won't work hard unless
they're forced to do so.
Every person is entitled to a second chance,
even after he commits a serious mistake.
People who can't make up their minds aren't
worth bothering about.
A man's first responsibility
his mother.
Most men are brave.

is

to his wife,

not
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15. ’

C.

It's best to pick friends that are intellectu¬
ally stimulating rather than ones it is com¬
fortable to be around.

A.

There are very few people
concerning oneself about.

B.

It is hard to get
here and there.

C.

A capable

17.

his

own

corners
gain

a well-meaning

is
but

B.

It is a good working
terms with everyone.

C.

Honesty

A.
B.

It is possible to be good in all respects.
To help oneself is good; to help others even
better.
War and threats of war are unchangeable facts
of human life.

A.

is

the

policy

best policy

to
in

keep
all

that

on good

cases.

B.

Barnum was probably right when he said that
there's at least one sucker born every minute.
Life is pretty dull unless one deliberately

C.

stirs up come excitement.
Most people would be better

A.
B.
C.

their

off

if

they

con¬

emotions.

Sensitivity to the feelings of others is worth
more than poise in social situations.
The ideal society is one where everybody knows
his place and accepts it.
It is safest to assume that all
vicious streak and it will come
are

20.

than

cutting

It is best to give others the impression
you can change your mind easily.

trolled
19.

to society
one.

for

world worth

A.

C.

18.

the

ahead without

person motivated

more useful
ineffective
16.

in

given

a

people have a
out when they

chance.

B.

People who talk about abstract problems usually
don't know what they are talking about.
Anyone who completely trusts anyone else is

C.

asking for trouble.
It is essential for

A.

racy

the

functioning

that everyone votes.

of

a

democ¬
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APPENDIX II
LPC
Think of the person WITH WHOM YOU CAN WORK LEAST
WELL.
He may be someone you work wiuh now, or he may be
someone you knew in the past.
He does not have to be the person you like least
well, but should be the person with with whom you had
the most difficulty in getting a job done.
Describe
ple below)

this person as

he

appears

to you.

(Exam¬

87654321
Pleasant

Unpleasant

Friendly

Unfriendly

Rejecting

Accepting

Helpful

Frustrating

Unenthusiastic

Enthusiastic

Tense

Relaxed

Distant

Close

Cold

Warm

Cooperative

Uncooperative

Supportive

Hostile

Boring

Interesting

Quarrelsome

Harmonious

Self-Assured

Hesitant

Efficient

Inefficient

Gloomy

Cheerful

Open

Guarded

Note:

Each space above represents how well the adjective
fits the person you are describing, for example:

Very Neat

In the
"X".

:_:_:_:_X:_:_:_:_: Not Neat
87654321
Very Quite Some Slig- Slig- Some- Quite Very
Neat Neat
what htly
htly
what
UnUnNeat Neat
UnUntidy
tidy
tidy
tidy

example

"Slightly Neat"

has

been marked with an
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APPENDIX III
Four

Scales or Dimensions in Shaw's System
(Taken from Fiedler, 1967, p. 28)

1*

Decision verifiability.
The degree to which the
correctness of the solution or decision can be
demonstrated either by appeal to authority (e.g.,
the census of 1960), by logical procedures (e.g.,
mathematical proof), or by feedback (e.g., exam¬
ination of consequences of decision, as in action
tasks).

2.

Goal clarity.
The degree to which the require¬
ments of the task are clearly stated or known to
the group members.

3.

Goal path multiplicity.
The degree to which the
task can be solved by a variety of procedures
(number of different ways the task can be com¬
pleted)
(reversed scoring).

4.

Solution specificity.
The degree to which there
is more than one correct solution.
(Some tasks,
such as arithmetic problems, have only one correct
solution; others have two or more, e.g., a sorting
task where items could be sorted in several dif¬
ferent ways; still others have an almost infinite
number of possible solutions, e.g., human relations
problems or matters of opinion,)*

*Interrater agreement over thirty-five different
tasks used in our (Fiedler's) studies was fairly
high (viz., .80 and .88) when the raters were
asked to score each of the dimensions on an eight
point scale.
The four scales were then summed
for each task.
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APPENDIX

IV

CASE EVALUATION SHEET
Please evaluate the attached case on each of the
following four criteria.
The space you check along
each scale should indicate the degree you feel the case
reflects the criteria described.
Please keep in mind it is the problem the case
presents to a group and the outcomes of that group's
problem solving efforts that you are evaluating.
Based on your best judgement, a rating in either
direction from the midpoint represents an appropriate
evaluation.
There is no good or bad evaluation involved.
1.

Please mark the scale below in accordance with the
degree you feel the correctness of the decision or
recommendation a problem solving group might reach
in this case can be proven.
By "proven", it is
meant comparison of the decision or recommendation
that might be made with some objective standard
(census of 1970), by a procedure such as mathemati¬
cal proof or by comparison with other objective
criteria.
Can be
proven

2.

:_:_:_:_|_:_:_:_:

Cannot be
proven

Please mark the next scale in accordance with how
clearly you feel the outcome or result the group is
expected to achieve is known in advance of the group
work.
Not known

Is known

3. Please mark the next scale in accordance with the
extent you feel the group task can be resolved by
a variety of approaches on the part of the problem
solving group (number of different approaches, dif¬
ferent ways in which a decision could be reached).
Varied
Approach

:

:

Not
Varied
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4.

Please mark the last scale in accordance with the
extent you feel the case can be resolved by more
than one logical solution.
(Some problems, such as
arithmetic problems have only one logical solution;
other types of problems have two or more.)
Two or more
logical
solutions
;

:

;

:

I

;

:

;

:

One logical
solution
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APPENDIX V

SANDS

CORPORATION

In August 1961, the Sands Corporation decided to
enlarge their productive capacity in order to fulfill
the requirements of a defense contract which had been
awarded to them.
The problem before the Board of Di¬
rectors was to choose between two available sites for
the new plant.
These were as follows:
1.
2.

A location in the town of Hampton, 180 miles
from the main plant.
The other location was on Kimberly Street in
the city of Clairmont a few blocks from the
main plant.
The building on either site was
adequate for the purpose.

Contract
The contract required Sands to produce parts for
military aircraft.
This contract specified that de¬
liveries were to begin April 10, 1962.
After a seven
day grace period following April 10, Sands would pay
penalties of $1,000 a day.
Of equal importance to Sands
was the knowledge that if they failed to meet delivery
schedules, they probably would not be able to obtain
future government contracts.
Operating Costs and Productivity
Company policy favored the construction of plants
in small towns such as Hampton, employing 500-600 peo¬
ple.
This was based on Management's belief that the
greater worker loyalty in such towns would yield higher
productivity.
Also it was felt that land costs, taxes,
etc. would be lower.
Based on Sands Corporation data,
the cost of operating the new location in Clairmont
would be $137,000 higher each year than in Hampton.
However, these calculations were based on an estimate
of higher wage rates in Clairmont than in Hampton.
A
6.1% error in the total wage estimate, however, would
wipe out this differential.
Labor Availability
Sands had made preliminary studies of the labor
force in each location.
They estimated that of the
600 new workers that would be required, 300 must be
skilled, 150 semiskilled, and the remaining unskilled.
Normally, without special training programs, at least
one year's experience is required to be considered
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skilled.
A recent survey showed that approximately 1000
skilled, 2000 semiskilled, and 3300 unskilled workers
were available in the Clairmont area.
In the Hampton
area, response to a questionnaire indicated that 700 peo¬
ple would be "available" to work in the new plant.
Of
this number, 35 said they were skilled and 70 said they
were semiskilled.
Union Situation
The main plant in Clairmont was unionized.
Thus,
management expected that any new plant located there
would be unionized also.
In view of the unsatisfactory
settlement of a three week strike the previous year, the
recurrence of these issues might precipitate further la¬
bor stoppages.
The union contract ended in March, and
even a small delay this close to delivery date would
seriously upset the production schedule.
Past experi¬
ence indicated that, at least initially, the Hampton
site would be non-union.
Resale Value
The Kimberly Street property in Clairmont would
cost $50,000 to purchase with resale value estimated to
be high.
The location in Hampton was valued at $20,000,
but with less attractive resale possibilities.
At either
location, the Air Force had agreed to supply, on a rental
basis, the necessary machinery to operate the plant.
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APPENDIX VI
Group

It

is

important for

that each group
First,

take

ideas
end,

than

that you have
as

toward
as

the results of

follow the

not more

description
Then,

Instructions

a group,
solving

a group,

time

schedule

five minutes

case.

the

to read

the

Keep

in mind

case,

and

to

(2)

(1)

that in the
reach agree¬

develop

a short

statement aimed at convincing management that your
sion is the best one possible under
During

the discussion period,

each individual note on
the

case

that he

the

final report.

group.

It is

upon who

group members.

circumstances.

it is

suggested that

to discuss

including in

the

you may have whatever
is

important for

cision be reached by

deci¬

sheet of paper any ideas about

20 minutes

that period,

needed to agree

the

feels would be worthwhile

You will have
the end of

a

case

among yourselves your

you will be expected

ment on a decision to

indicated.

in front of you.

discuss

the

this research

to be
this

the

case.
time

At
is

leader of your

research that this de¬

face-to-face

interaction of the

No means involving chance

selection may

be used.
It will be

the

task of

group effort in reaching
ment of

the

leader

to direct the

a decision and on

the develop¬

a short written report aimed at convincing man-
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agement of

the

correctness of your decision.

equal opportunity for
described below,

muneration of
in the

study.

a $2
$3

is

limited

to 20 minutes for

their report.

judges will be

six group reports.
will receive

additional compensation to be

each group

the preparation of
A panel of

the

To assure

asked to

Each member of
reward.

This

is

select the best

the best six groups
in addition to the re¬

to each group member for participation
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APPENDIX VII
Group Instructions

It is

important for the results of this

that each group
First,

take not more

description
Then,
ideas

follow the

toward

the end,

as

a group,
solving

the

a group,

indicated.

to read the

case

in front of you.

discuss

among yourselves your

case.

Keep

in mind that in

you will be expected to

agreement on a decision
short

schedule

than five minutes

that you have
as

time

research

to

the

case,

and

(1)

(2)

reach

develop

a

statement aimed at convincing management that your

decision is

the best one possible under

the

circum¬

stances .
During

the discussion period,

each individual note
the

case

that he

the

final report.

needed

of

20 minutes

that period,

The

the group

role of

For his
$2

to discuss

to be

the leader

is

the

ideas

about

including in

the

you may have whatever

case.
time

At
is

leader of your

to direct the

in reaching a decision and

report justifying

ceive

on a sheet of paper any

to agree upon who is

group.

suggested that

feels would be worthwhile

You will have
the end of

it is

activity

in developing a

that decision.

efforts,

the

leader of your group will re¬

in additional remuneration.

If under his di-

I
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rection,

your group

by a panel

of

th.en each of
ceive

$2

the

judges as one
the

other

of

selected

the best six submitted,

two group members will also re¬

in additional remuneration.

It is
of

turns out a report which is

important for

this research

that the

leader be reached by face-to-face

the group members.

No means

involving

choice

interaction of

chance

selection

may be used.
To assure
pensation of
group

is

$2

to each of

limited

their report.
muneration of
in the

equal opportunity

study.

to

The
$3

additional

com¬

the other group members,

each

20 minutes
$2 reward is

for

the

for the preparation of
in addition

to the

re¬

to each group member for participation
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APPENDIX VIII

Group Atmosphere
Group Number _

Scale
Name_

Describe the atmosphere of your group by checking
the following items.

Friendly

Unfriendly

Accepting

Rejecting

Satisfying

Frustrating

Enthusiastic

Unenthusiastic

Productive

Nonproductive

Warm

Cold

Cooperative

Uncooperative

Supportive

Hostile

Interesting

Boring

Successful

:

Unsuccessful

1
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APPENDIX

CPI

Dominance

IX

(Do)

Scale

This discussion is directed at the
points:
scale

(1)

a consideration of

apart from the

using

inventory as

following

the CPI

of

the

dominance

a whole and

view of evidence presented in support for

two

(2)

a re¬

the validity

scale.

The dominance

scale used in the present research

study was drawn from the California Psychological Inven¬
tory.

Unlike

ventory

the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

(MMPI)

from which approximately 200 of

tions were drawn,
with normal
Scales

the

CPI

inventory is

(Gough,

Gough

1964).

(1964)

has

subjects.

inventory are directed primarily

to personality characteristics
ing

its ques¬

intended for use

(non-psychiatrically disturbed)

included in the

In¬

important for

With respect to

the

social

individual

liv¬
scales,

stated:

Names of individual scales were chosen to describe
as closely as possible the kind of behavior they
are designed to reflect....For example, a person
scoring high on dominance would be expected to im¬
press others as a forceful, persistent, self
assured, dominant person....A scale's meaning is
deepened by a knowledge of the definition or pur¬
pose of the scale, which suggests to some extent
the kind of criterion groups used in developing it.
With respect to
reasonable

to

the

individual

conclude

scales,

therefore,

that one objective

it seems

in the develop-
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ment of the CPI

inventory was

that

the

individual scales

would have a degree of construct validity.

That is,

would be a correspondence between a score on the
the

there

scale

independently determined presence or absence of

and

the

characteristic in known groups.
Following is

a summary of four validation studies,

presented by Gough,
inance

(Do)

in support of the validity of the dom¬

scale.

(a)

In an assessment of 70 medical school appli¬
cants at the University of California, the
Do scale correlated +.48 with staff ratings
of "dominance".

(b)

In an assessment study of 100 military offi¬
cers conducted at the University of Cali¬
fornia, Do correlated +.40 with staff ratings
of "dominance".

(c)

In five high schools where the CPI was ad¬
ministrated, principals were asked to nomi¬
nate the "most" and "least" dominant students.
The Do scale discriminated between these stu¬
dents at the .01 level for both males and
females.

(d)

In 15 additional high schools, principals
were asked to designate the "outstanding
leaders".
Between these nominations and an
unselected control group, the Do scale dis¬
criminated between these students at the .01
level.

The validity of the Do
supported

to

the extent that

with like scales
characteristics.
correlations:

scale

from the

it can be

CPI

is

also

shown to correlate

from other inventories of personality
Gough

(1964)

reports the

following
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Correlation with
CPI Do scale

Inventory

Scale

Edwards Personal Preference
Guilford-Zimmerman
Catell

Dominance
Ascendance
Dominance

The correlations

shown between CPI Do

judgements of observors
with other scales

as well as

the

62
56
40
scores

and the

intercorrelations

developed to measure dominance provides

support for the use of the Do scale in the present re¬
search.
studies

Further,

the results

reported in Chapter

scale apart from the CPI
tor of

as

leadership emergence

I

of the Megargee

leadership

indicate that using the Do

a whole as

a possible predic¬

is warranted.
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APPENDIX X
The Leadership Effectiveness Model

It is

important that the reader understand how the

model organizes
its use

data in order to reach a perspective on

in the present research.

It also is of value,

in view of the difficulty in manipulating the group cli¬
mate variable encountered in the present research,
review the results of other research which has

to

tested

the validity of the model.
The Leadership Effectiveness Model was
over a period of

17 years

in order to help explain ob¬

served correlations between
others

(1)

an

individual's

in terms of task competence or in terms

sonal worth,
a group
come

developed

and

leader.

the

(2)

that

The LPC scale

of per¬

effectiveness

(see Appendix II)

as

has be¬

standardized means of discriminating between a

task or socio-emotional

orientation.

lation between LPC scores
effectiveness
(high LPC)
indicates

individual's

view of

indicates

A positive corre¬

of group leaders

and group

socio-emotional oriented leaders

are more effective and a negative
task oriented

(low LPC)

leaders

correlation

are more effec¬

tive .
In his

development of the model,

parameters of group work
whether the high or

Fiedler refined the

in order to better predict

low LPC led groups would be more ef-
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fective.

First,

he

found it necessary to distinguish

between Interacting,

Coacting and Counteracting groups.

Subsequent research on the development of the model has
centered on

Interacting

groups,

as does

the present

study.

Based on a considerable body of exploratory re¬

search,

Fiedler developed three situational parameters

which the presence or absence of aided in predicting
positive or negative correlations between the LPC scores
of

leaders

and group performance.

the three parameters gives
sulting

in eight cells

along a continuum,
relative

to

at the

conditions highly

x 2

classification,

the

leader,

In a series of

studies,

ends of the continuum,

(low LPC)

their

produced the Leader¬

favorable or unfavorable

indicated task oriented

re¬

Arranging these

indexing what Fiedler found to be

ship Effectiveness model.
cells

x 2

in the model.

favorableness

found that

a 2

Dichotomizing each of

it was

indicating

to the

leader,

leaders would be most

effective while those in the middle,

indicating conditions

intermediate in

favorableness

leader,

socio-emotional

(high LPC)

In 1967,

to

the

indicated

leaders would be most effective.

Fiedler published a book delineating his

search and that of his
and assessing several
dictive validity.

colleagues
studies

re¬

in developing the model

designed to test its pre¬

This book also

reviews

terpret the LPC dimension and to establish

efforts

to in¬

indices of the
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situational parameters of the model.
which were discussed in Chapter I,

These parameters,

are Group Climate,

Task Structure and Leader Position Power.

The remainder

of this discussion will be devoted to a consideration of
two areas relevant to the present study.

These are

(1)

the predictive validity of the effectiveness model and
(2)

evidence presented on the validity of the scale used

to index Group Climate.

Material for this discussion

has also been drawn from an article appearing in the 1970
Academy of Management Journal
of which Fred E.

(Mitchell,

et.

al.,

Fiedler was one of the coauthors.

1970)
This

article includes a consideration of research conducted on
the model since the 1967 book was published.
The Mitchell article cited just above,

summarizes

the results conducted since 1964 which attempted to test
the Leadership Effectiveness model in whole or in part.
The results of these studies are depicted in the table
on the following page.

With respect to these results it

should be pointed out that Fiedler has maintained that
the model is still in a developmental stage.

Therefore,

it is of value to report correlations to which the usual
tests of statistical significance have not been applied.
Rather,

the more lenient criteria of being in the pre¬

dicted direction has been used.

As noted in the table,

34 of 45 correlations were in the predicted direction.
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Summary of Field and Laboratory Studies Testing the Contingency Model
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174

If this
tests

criteria is

of the model generally

lidity.
the

accepted,

It should be

studies

tions

of

then it can be

said that

support its predictive va¬

further noted that only two of

(Belgian Navy and West Point)

all eight octants

tested predic¬

of the model.

One difficulty with designing studies which might
more effectively test
quote Fiedler,

the model

1967,

that LPC scores,

related them to personality

and to consistent behavior patterns"
p.

46).

become more

the

active

in the

interpersonal

leadership situations

(Bishop,
is

(Fiedler,

It has been shown that high LPC leaders

and low LPC leaders become more active
as

to

"have been extremely resistant to meaning¬

ful interpretations which
traits

is

1964).

increase

Difficulty of the

defined here by the

61)

in the

area

in difficulty

leadership situation

situation.

con¬

A study by

Mitchell

(1969,

are more

cognizant of position power and task structure

than low LPC subjects
Low LPC persons
personal between
(Fiedler,

1967)

socially more
sures,

has

area

task

leader having a decreasing

trol and influence over the
p.

relations

shown that high LPC subjects

in judging leadership situations.

relied to a greater extent on the
leader and group members.
found that

low LPC subjects

expansive on three social

and less

inter¬

Steiner
tended to be

distance mea¬

extrapunitive than high LPC persons.

A.

175

R.

Bass

163

(Fiedler,

1967)

college students.

LPC,

biographical

sonality measures
tion.

gave a battery of
These

included,

and personal background measures,
and measures of

between

Mitchell

(1969)

has

cognitively complex,

able

to discriminate

were

low LPC subjects.

to present a clear picture as
The only safe

correlated above

shown a relationship
High LPC's

the

finely

used by others
above

than

cannot be said

to what LPC is measuring.

conclusion would seem to be

tially clearer picture of the model
the development of

tend

and therefore more

among behaviors
In sum,

per¬

interpersonal percep¬

cognitive complexity and LPC.

to be more

to

in addition to

None of the independent measures

.30 with LPC.

81 measures

a reasonably

as

that a substan¬

a whole must await

clear picture of

the LPC

construct.
The remainder of this discussion is
consideration of the group climate
the

Group Atmosphere

scale,

factor.

of the

The Group Atmosphere
leader to accurately

group with which he is
by Mitchell
dicate

(1970),

is

difficult to

scale relies on the

judge

ability

the climate of the

or has been vTorking.

O'Brien

Validity of

which generally has been the

measure used to index group climate,
assess.

directed at a

(1967)

and Fiedler

low intercorrelations between leader,

observer measures of group climate.

But

studies

(1967)

in¬

member and

Mitchell's

study.
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however,

reported above

Atmosphere

scores

members
as

correlations between Group

and Interpersonal Behavior scores

measured by items
Questionnaire

.05

from the Leader Behavior Description

(Hemphill and Coons,

and observers.

1957)

for leaders,

The Belgian Navy Study,

a major validation study of the model

found high

as

factor loadings

compared with several
sonal perceptions.

as

cited

a whole,

on the Group Atmosphere scale

similar scales measuring interper¬

In this

study,

however,

group atmos¬

phere scores were highly intercorrelated between the
same

leaders but

Groups

in this

different
scores
ments

for different cells

of the model.

study were assigned a series of tasks with

situational

correlates.

The highly correlated

suggest a response set rather than separate
of group climate

in each

case.

out that the LPC scale

and the

Group Atmosphere

virtually the same
Group Atmosphere
LPC scale

instruments.

scale,

found in the LPC scale.

indexing the
Thus,

there

are

10

scale

Group Atmosphere

it should be

scale

lacks

items
re-empha-

a means

as

its predictive validity be

of

a particular group situation.

no opportunity to positively assess

constructive validity,

are

items on the

slight varients of

Finally,

favorability of
is

Of the

should be pointed

six are drawn unchanged from the

and two others

sized that the

It

judge¬

against known groups.
assessed since

it is

its

Nor can
a post

177

hoc measure.

The evidence presented here does not con¬

stitute a case for use of the
ship Effectiveness model.
equally vague LPC scale
would seem to account
taining substantial
the model.

scale apart

And it,

from which

together with the
it has been drawn,

for much of the

correlations

from the Leader¬

difficulty of ob¬

for the various

cells

in
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APPENDIX XI
The Machiavellian Construct

A considerable body of

research has been directed

at determining the predictive and construct validity of
the measure developed by Christie

and his

index the extent of an individual's
iavellian precepts.

Interest

coworkers

to

agreement with Mach¬

in relating as value

laden

a construct as Machiavellianism to other personality
characteristics has

also stimulated considerable research

effort.
A review of the research attempting to relate Mach
scores

to scores on other measures

acteristics has met with
terest

to note that

little

the earlier

of personality char¬

success.

It

(Likert type)

is

of

in¬

version of

the scale proved transparent with reference to social de¬
sirability.
Edward's

Consistent significant correlations with

scale of Social

clination of respondents

Desirability indicated a disto

attribute to

cial characteristics perceived as
in our culture.
eliminated the

themselves

socially undesirable

A forced choice version of the
correlation with

Attempts have been made

so¬

scale

social desirability.

to correlate Mach scores

with a number of other measures of personality charac¬
teristics.

On seven samples

using a variety of measures

of intelligence and intellectual

ability,

no significant
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correlations between Mach
nine samples,

were

and IQ were found.

any correlations

itarianism and Machiavellianism.
itarianism,
in a cool

it seems

that

author¬

With respect to author¬
others

rather than a moralistic judging fashion.

of human nature was
scores were

at implicit philosophies

developed by Wrightsman

found to correlate with

scales of Wrightsman's

inventory as

Wrightsman subscale
Trustworthiness
Altruism
Independence
Strength of Will
Complexity
Variability

be

found between

in

the Machiavellian regards

An inventory designed to get

The

Nor,

(1964).

scores on the sub¬
follows:

Correlation with Mach
-.67
-.54
t.47
-.38
-.08
+.08

first four of these negative correlations

considered an amplification of Mach scale

tie and Geis,
confirm the

1970,

p.

42).

construct.

Mach

items

could
(Chris¬

These would seem to tend to

That is,

these

correlations would

be expected for a person historically considered to be
Machiavellian in nature.

The

low correlations on the

last two items might be taken to

indicate that high Machs

in the sample

did not differ from their

peers

(college students)

in viewing others

or changeable

complex or simple,

(Christie and Geis,

Efforts to assess
inventory have

as

1970,

p.

or as

stable

42).

the predictive validity of the Mach

centered around studies

in which high Machs
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were pitted against low Machs
rational,

in situations

pragmatic assessment of others

situationar variables

requiring a

to win.

(The

found relevant to winning for

those high in agreement with Machiavellian precepts have
already been

considered in Chapter I).

Observations by researchers
indicate that high Machs
tions,
game

Machs,

on the other hand,
becoming ego

and in the

ing Legislature

seem to take

1970,

p.

190).

they

A study called Play¬

those issues

involving opportunities

involved,

Low Machs

1970,

p.

tended to

lost by the biggest

209).

cheat when given

frequently as high Machs,

but

in¬

In a study
high

justification was minimal

complied with suggestions

cation available.

low Machs

to cheat on an experiment,

refused to cheat when the

rarely refused to

issues but

in which they were most ego

(Christie and Geis,

Low Machs

demands

did not differ on neutral

lose out to high Machs.

but

Low

the situations

involved in the

when emotional issues were

Machs

the

showed that in interpersonal bargaining,

high and low Machs

volved

a game,

coalition relationships which they formed

(Christie and Geis,

margins on

situation as

and considerations of general strategy.

personally,
made

studies

appear to be guided by cogni¬

the definition of the

rules

over a number of

justification.

to cheat about as

regardless

After cheating,

of the

low Machs

justifi¬

changed
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their cognitions

to agree with their behavior as predicted

by cognitive dissonance theory.
change was

counter to dissonance theory.

change their beliefs
suggests

to

reported

They did not

justify having cheated.

This

a high degree of detachment from the implications

of their behavior
In general,
where highly
ported.

For high Machs,

(Christie and Geis,
predictions

as

just indicated,

tended to show that the high Mach is
in the moral

p.

259).

that high Machs would win

rational game play was

Further,

1970,

involved have been sup¬
these

studies have

largely uninvolved

implications of his behavior.

These

results

tend to support not only the predictive validity of the
Mach scale but

its

construct validity as well.

